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Do I Belong Here? Uncovering Power Dynamics Among Students 
and Teachers in Sophomore Engineering Gateway Courses 
Submitted by Janet Y. Tsai, Doctoral Student in Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Advised by Dr. Daria Kotys-Schwartz, Instructor, Department of Mechanical Engineering  
Collaborating with Dr. Daniel Knight, Researcher, Department of Mechanical Engineering 

A. Goals and Objectives  
 The purpose of this study is to understand and identify the conventional, “taken-for-
granted” cultural norms that permeate sophomore-level engineering required courses. Cultural 
norms can be thought of as expectations, beliefs, assumptions, stereotypes and other notions that 
students, instructors, TAs, and staff members consciously and subconsciously ascribe to and 
construct dynamically (Carspecken, 1996). Each class has different cultural norms, depending on the 
instructor, students, department, curriculum, textbook, and events that occur throughout a given 
semester. The challenge of this research is to identify salient cultural norms in a set of focal gateway 
engineering courses – determining how these norms are constructed, what actors or actions can 
change or reinforce a norm, and the impact on students who align with or oppose the normative 
environment.   
 The ultimate goal of this research is to identify connections between cultural norms, student 
and teachers, and power differentials; also to understand the conditions under which these dynamic 
connections are formed and changed. Analysis of power within the classroom follows the 
understanding and identification of cultural norms, as the norms are established and reproduced by 
those in power in accordance with their beliefs and desires. Meanwhile, the less powerful have less 
ability to adjust or alter a cultural norm and as a result have less input in creating and maintaining 
normative environments that are structurally recognized and valued (Eisenhart & Finkel, 1998; 
Tonso, 1996; Willis, 1977).  

Focusing on cultural norms and power dynamics is a novel means to determine what is 
happening within the sophomore year of engineering that encourages some students to stay in 
engineering majors and others to leave. This study breaks from traditional engineering education 
research by incorporating methods from the learning sciences and observing the development of 
student culture ethnographically (Johri & Olds, 2011). Because engineering education occurs within 
the larger context of societal power differentials, it is necessary to study and understand these 
processes in order to give more engineering students better chances at success.   

Research Questions:  
1. How are cultural norms within engineering mathematics courses of the sophomore year 

constructed by students, instructors, and TAs? What is the impact of these cultural norms on 
different students: what is valued, celebrated, or considered incorrect or deviant?  

2. How do power dynamics affect student and instructor actions within the fundamental 
mathematics requirements for engineering in the sophomore year?  

B. Project Motivation  

Details of Engineering Sophomore Year 
While 82% of students return for the second year of engineering school at the University of 
Colorado (CU-Boulder) College of Engineering and Applied Science (CEAS), the overall percentage 
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returning for the third year drops to 69% (Figure 1, CU-Boulder freshmen retention and graduation 
rates, 2012).  

 
Figure 1: CU Boulder CEAS Graduation and Attrition Rates, Average Over Previous 10-years (* Leave after 3rd year or take 
greater than 7 years to graduate) 

The sophomore year curriculum consists of the final math and science requirements for all 
engineering disciplines. Students who have difficulty with or fail a fundamental class during their 
first two years can seriously delay their graduation date or be discouraged from finishing the degree. 
Such experiences are known to dissuade students and have been correlated with early departure 
from engineering majors (e.g., Seymour & Hewitt, 1997).  
 Engineering educators have focused on curricular interventions to improve the first-year 
experience (e.g., Sheppard & Jenison, 2007). However, little attention has been given to 
understanding the environmental or structural barriers that engineering students face during the 
second year of their education, a year which represents considerable retention risk in engineering. 
The courses of the sophomore year mark the descent into “the valley of despair” as students are 
confronted with a seemingly endless march of technical requirements chained together with little 
wiggle room for electives or failure (Kotys-Schwartz, Knight, & Pawlas, 2010). The second year 
features gateway courses that eventually lead to the practice of engineering, courses that initiate 
students into greater levels of abstraction and analytical engineering problem solving. Consequently, 
we have chosen gateway courses endemic to the sophomore year as our main study sites for 
understanding cultural norms and power dynamics.  

Importance of Math Prerequisite Gateways 
All majors in the CEAS require at least four math classes: Calculus 1, Calculus 2, Calculus 3, 

and Differential Equations & Linear Algebra. As the naming scheme implies, the Calculus courses 
must be taken in sequential order with minimum passing grades determined by each department 
(Aerospace Engineering requires a C or higher, while a C- or higher is passing in most other 
engineering departments for a prerequisite course). Students with advanced math preparation may 
take Calc 3 or Diff Eq in their first year, while other first-year students begin with Pre-Calculus 
and/or choose to take a yearlong Calculus 1 course designed to allow more time for students to 
learn fundamental material. There is immense variety in how and when students proceed through 
the math sequence, though all engineering majors must pass through each course in order to 
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graduate. As evidenced by departmental curriculum flowcharts and course numbering, APPM2350: 
Calc 3 and APPM2360: Diff Eq are typically taken during sophomore year.  

We focus on Calc 3 and Diff Eq because they match our desire to focus on the sophomore 
year, and because these two courses are the predominant prerequisites for subsequent major-specific 
technical courses across the CEAS. In the Mechanical Engineering curriculum, for example, Calc 3 
is a prerequisite for one required course (Thermodynamics), while Diff Eq is a prerequisite for 4 
required courses. In turn, these required courses then serve as prerequisites for the next level of 
technical coursework, eventually leading towards degree completion (see Figure 2). Consequently, 
difficulty with or failure in either Calc 3 or Diff Eq can severely impact a student’s ability to progress 
into subsequent courses within their major, causing a compounding effect for students navigating 
the inflexible curriculum, opening the door to thoughts of attrition. In other words, the engineering 
curriculum is a rigid network that can only be traversed along officially acceptable prerequisite 
pathways. No deviations are allowed, as students must achieve passing grades in Calc 3 and Diff Eq 
before they can proceed towards graduation.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

As enrollments in the CEAS are scheduled to grow (in some departments double) over the next few 
years, engineering educators must be proactive in supporting student survival through the attrition-
heavy first and second years of undergraduate. While the first year has been rigorously studied in the 
engineering education literature, understanding the second year and the climates of gateway courses 
such as Calc 3 and Diff Eq is critical for understanding the experiences of our undergraduates and 
how we can best inspire them to remain in engineering.   

Belonging as Predictor of Retention  
Feelings of belonging, or fitting in with the culture and discipline of engineering, have been 

positively correlated with retention in engineering in a variety of studies including Seymour and 
Hewitt’s landmark work Talking About Leaving (1997). Belonging has also been studied in the context 
of student identity formation, with previous research demonstrating that students who are able to 
forge an identity that belongs with the prevailing culture of their programs are more likely to remain 
in engineering while those who cannot are more likely to switch out of engineering majors (Stevens, 
O’Connor, & Garrison, 2005; Stevens, O’Connor, Garrison, Jocuns, & Amos, 2008). Recent case 
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Figure 2: The Rigid Prerequisite Network of the Mechanical Engineering Curriculum 
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studies of undergraduate engineers have demonstrated unique individuals who survive in engineering 
majors by adapting their identities to accommodate compromises between engineering cultural 
norms and the student’s original identity (Danielak, B. A., Gupta, A., & Elby, 2014; Foor, Walden, & 
Trytten, 2007). Quantitative studies have also shown lack of belonging in engineering as a significant 
factor in a student’s choice to leave engineering (Marra, Rodgers, Shen, & Bogue, 2012).  

This study looks to fill the gap between survey-based research and case studies by looking at 
the environment surrounding the individual students, at how cultural norms are created in 
engineering against which students conform, adapt, or rebel. By identifying and understanding how 
engineering cultural norms are created, particularly in critical gateway courses, we have a fresh angle 
to study and investigate the relationship between feelings of belonging and student retention in 
engineering. 

C. Conceptual Frameworks 
 This study has three intersecting conceptual frameworks that support and structure our 
research: Critical Ethnography, Cultural Analysis, and Actor-Network Theory. Critical Ethnography 
is described as both a theoretical orientation and a method, as the phrase represents both an 
epistemological stance and a methodology (Carspecken, 1996; Johri & Olds, 2011). We turn our 
attention to the former here, as details on the method of critical ethnography are explained in the 
Methodology section below. In the context of the learning sciences, a critical theoretical perspective 
is a specific approach to examining the underlying power structures of the status quo (Johri & Olds, 
2011). Critical ethnographers look at truth claims, which are “assertion[s] that something is true or 
false, good or bad, correct or incorrect” (Carspecken, 1996, p.84). There are three types of truth 
claims: 1) objective, 2) subjective, and 3) normative-evaluative. Objective truth claims regard aspects of 
existence that can be observed by multiple people, while subjective truth claims are characterized by 
singular or privileged access to an internal state of being, feeling, or intention. The last category of 
normative-evaluative truth claims forms the arena of cultural norms, as these are truth claims that are 
indicative of “position-taking” with others, that “carry claims and assumptions about what is 
‘proper’ that soon expand into cultural understandings about what is right, wrong, good, or bad” 
(Carspecken, p.85). Normative-evaluative truth claims are neither objective nor subjective, but 
contain serious implications for creating cultural norms regarding what’s ‘proper’ in an engineering 
classroom, for example. We utilize this conceptual framework to identify normative-evaluative truth 
claims in the context of sophomore engineering gateway courses, looking to understand how 
cultural norms are constructed and the power structures that selectively enable some people to 
enforce and maintain these norms.  
 Our second conceptual framework of Cultural Analysis builds on the concept of Critical 
Ethnography and expands in detail what it means to examine culture as the primary unit of analysis. 
In McDermott and Varenne’s editorial Reconstructing Culture in Education Research, they distinguish 
cultural analyses from social or psychological studies in that they focus first on “collective 
constructions” instead of individual interaction (2006). Consider their statement, “When applied to 
schooling, a cultural analysis is less about who is going to succeed, and more about how institutions 
are built in which so many children can be declared failures” (2006, p.10). In line with this thinking, 
then, we are not interested in the personal or demographic details of individual students which 
enable them to pass exams and navigate the engineering curriculum, we are more concerned with 
how the curriculum was built in the first place, how a normative classroom environment is 
established that makes some students feel at home and others out of place. The cultural norms are 
the “collective constructions” of engineering that we seek to explicate, while simultaneously 
acknowledging that we as educational researchers are also part of this engineering culture and are 
jointly responsible for its state of being. We do not aspire to be isolated and purely objective 
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observers as we undertake ethnography in this study, instead this conceptual framework urges us to 
identify our biases and look beyond the stack of official recommendations and reports for the 
underlying cultural norms that have been assumed and unchallenged within engineering culture so 
far.  
 Our last conceptual framework, Actor-Network Theory or ANT, provides one means of 
looking past individual student characteristics to examine instead the normative processes wherein 
students become enrolled and act in networks that place them on distinct educational trajectories in 
space and time (Nespor, 1994). ANT describes learning as changes in the organization (both 
temporal and spatial) of actors and networks, thus this theory offers a useful framework for studying 
the typical organization of students and emergent power dynamics within the competitive 
environment of the second year of engineering school. In line with ANT, we seek to uncover and 
describe the “ongoing social activities” or cultural norms that shape actor-networks and learning 
among students (Nespor, 1994, p. 12). Actor-networks of engineering include non-human nodes like 
textbooks, homework sets, tutoring programs, computer labs, etc., and human nodes like professors, 
teaching assistants, and advisors that students interact with under specific conditions as prescribed 
by existing cultural norms and power dynamics. In this way, ANT offers a perspective of 
engineering school that is neither solely focused on existing structures or on individual agents, but 
instead examines the conditions that shape connections between them. We use ANT in this study 
with the intention of identifying these normative conditions and their results on student retention in 
engineering.  

D. Prior Work 
The current project was developed in reaction to an unsuccessful educational intervention 

deployed within a Mechanical Engineering sophomore gateway course of Fall 2012. The authors 
reconfigured a large 200 person lecture-based course by replacing one lecture period a week with a 
smaller active learning recitation section, team-taught by a Graduate Teaching Assistant and an 
undergraduate Learning Assistant. Active learning recitations (comparing two different active 
learning interventions) were held over the 16-week semester with the intention of increasing student 
engagement and confidence with the fundamental course material. Post-assessments including 
surveys and qualitative interviews revealed that students did not value the conceptual content of the 
recitations, even though the conceptual content directly aligned with the summative assessments 
(i.e., exams) in the course and was promoted by the course instructor (Tsai, J. Y., Kotys-Schwartz, 
D., & Hannigan, M., 2013). Student resistance to the authentic practice of engineering and their 
over-valuation of simplistic numerical problem solving as “real engineering” was a clue about the 
students’ value structures. Investigating student belief structures lead to the question of what types 
of students were considered publicly “smart” in these courses, and were afforded academic power 
and respect by peers—those who were considered “good” engineers. This question, in turn, led to 
the formulation of the current research questions surrounding cultural norms and power dynamics 
within sophomore engineering courses. The following sections detail the methodology and 
preliminary findings of the follow on work to answer these new questions.   

E. Methodology 

Research Design 
This study is entirely qualitative, as fitting for an exploratory study into the under-researched 

culture of gateway courses in the engineering sophomore year. We seek to understand the “how” 
and “why” behind individual student experiences that can only be uncovered through the collection 
and analysis of qualitative data. As is customary in qualitative research, data collection and analysis 
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occur in overlapping iterations, as emergent themes from early analysis have enabled the research 
team to adjust the parameters of data collection to better suit the evolving study’s focus. The data 
collection and analysis process is presented here in a linear fashion for readability, but in reality the 
process is simultaneous and iterative. The CU Boulder Institutional Review Board (IRB) has 
approved these methods of data collection and analysis in Protocol #13-0459: Sophomore 
Engineering Students’ Constructions of Status and Hierarchy.  

Data collection for this study began ethnographically in Fall 2013 with the targeted 
observation of two lecture sections of APPM2350: Calculus 3 for Engineers throughout the 
duration of the semester. Fieldnotes documenting classroom events, interactions, and student 
behaviors were taken electronically in real-time by a member of the research team to establish a 
baseline primary record of each class. Course activities including recitations, review sessions, and an 
exam were also observed by a member of the research team with accompanying fieldnote record. 
Artifacts, including course syllabus, homework assignments and solutions, exams, projects, 
worksheets, textbook, etc. were collected for later analysis. In totality, over 95 hours of course 
activities were observed. At the end of the semester, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
eight students enrolled in the course and one course instructor. These interviews were audio-
recorded and later transcribed to text with personal identifiers removed for further analysis.  

In Spring 2014, data collection continues with targeted ethnographic observation of three 
lecture sections of APPM2360: Differential Equations & Linear Algebra. Similar to the prior 
semester, observational fieldnotes are taken in each class meeting a researcher is present for, with 48 
total hours of observations anticipated. Artifacts specific to this course are collected as well. We plan 
to do follow-up interviews with the 7 students still enrolled in engineering at the end of the spring 
semester, and interview at least 2 of the 3 instructors under observation following the conclusion of 
the semester. Additional interview subjects may be added to supplement student perspectives on 
these gateway mathematics courses. All interviews are semi-structured, audio-recorded, and cleaned 
of personal identifiers in the resulting transcripts.  

 
Table 1: Data Collection Activities in Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 

 

Qualitative Analysis Process 
 Data analysis of observational fieldnotes is based on Carspecken’s method of Reconstructive 
Analysis (1996). In this method, researchers first identify passages of interest from the fieldnotes. 
The qualitative research team closely examines these fieldnote segments, mentally taking the place of 
each actor present in the scenario (teacher, students, observer) to identify the possible range of 
meanings one could take away from the event. The full range of possible meanings, or reconstructions, 

Semester Course under 
Study 

Course Activities 
Observed 

Hours of 
Researcher 
Observation 

Student 
Interviews 

Instructor 
Interviews 

Fall 2013 APPM 2350: 
Calculus 3 

2 lecture sections 
(1 instructor); 
1 recitation 

95 8 1 

Spring 2014 
(anticipated) 

APPM 2360: 
Differential 
Equations & 
Linear Algebra 

3 lecture sections 
(3 instructors) 

48 7 2 
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are written down for each passage of interest to create meaning fields. Additional possible meanings 
based on temporal and local societal context are considered and similarly recorded with the set of 
meaning fields for a given passage in a process called horizon analysis. As Carspecken describes, the 
purpose of reconstructive analysis is four-fold: 

1) to help researchers clarify the impressions of meaning they have received from 
their observations, 
2) for peer checking, calibrating against the reconstructions of others, 
3) for use as a structure in the final write-up,  
4) to lay the groundwork for validity reconstructions and horizon analysis (p. 102).  

We utilize reconstructions to discuss the meaning of classroom events across members of the 
research team, and to compare our perceptions of meaning with our interviewees in subsequent 
interviews. Reconstructions are also used to develop an emergent coding scheme, as the selected 
fieldnote passages are initially loosely coded and later compared with codes developed and based on 
interview transcripts, full observational fieldnotes, and our conceptual frameworks. 
 Coding, or categorizing, of qualitative data continues iteratively as different coding schemes 
are applied, revised, and re-attempted with interview transcripts, fieldnotes, and artifacts. Codes are 
tested with members of the research team and third-party qualitative researchers who are not 
involved with the project for validity checking. Coded data are used to illustrate various themes and 
group related concepts, leading to findings and further comparisons between themes and classes 
under study. 

F. Preliminary Findings 
Early analysis of the data indicates several emergent trends. First, the instructors of each 

course under observation are major power players who guide the cultural norms of the classroom, 
maintaining the frameworks within which students establish their own identities, feelings of 
belonging, and actor-networks. Each instructor appears to be in charge of their own classrooms, not 
only governing grades, homework assignments, projects, and exams, but also controlling how lecture 
periods flow, which students get their questions answered and which students get special attention. 
However, each instructor has different reasons and trajectories, which led to their current teaching 
assignments, and some feel more empowered than others to teach the subjects as they wish. Outside 
the flow of classroom events, the instructors may not have much power at the department or college 
level to enact structural changes to the curriculum or format of the course; they are swayed strongly 
by individual course traditions and math syllabi that have been unchanged for decades. While all 
instructors have exuded passion for the course content, they communicate it differently to their 
classrooms. Some use a mixture of objective content and subjective truth claims regarding how the 
material makes them feel, while others choose to focus on the coolness of the mathematics or the 
history behind a given equation or method. Still other instructors emphasize the simplicity of the 
required mathematics in comparison with what real mathematicians study, possibly implying that the 
coursework being taught is trivial and somehow beneath the instructor’s intellect and mathematical 
skill. These differing instructional styles affect the development of cultural norms within the 
classroom, as different types of students are emboldened to speak up and participate while others 
lose interest, stop attending lectures, or just check out mentally and attend to their phones while 
sitting in lectures. Students who disengage from lectures and required classes may also experience 
the feeling that engineering is not for them, leading to a desire to change majors.  

 Consequently, a culturally acceptable form of banter, or casual communication between 
instructor and students, exists for each class and is different for each class, depending on the 
instructor and the students who choose to speak up. As observed in both large and small 
classrooms, both Calc 3 and Diff Eq, the majority of the speakers during class are men. Very few 
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women choose to ask questions or participate out loud during a lecture, while there are many men 
that do not hesitate to volunteer responses and opinions, even without being called on. This 
gendered discrepancy between question-askers and those who stay silent is not surprising to students 
or instructors, but is the default mode of operation, the cultural norm for these courses.  

The majority of students who are silent during lectures find other ways to learn the material, 
complete homework assignments and projects, and study for exams. Some choose to follow 
stereotypical practices of good students like getting to class early, sitting in the front rows, and going 
to office hours for help, while others choose unorthodox strategies like playing games on their 
phones, not taking notes, and ignoring most lectures. The students who spend entire lecture periods 
on their phones are creating the cultural norm among their peers that this is a normal and expected 
behavior; they are sometimes posting in real-time to an online group about the class, homework 
assignment, or instructor and in this way exerting a nontraditional type of power to make their 
comments heard. Students text message and access social networks like Snapchat, Facebook, and 
Instagram on their smartphones during lectures and in this way have access to virtual communities 
and actor-networks that they feel comfortable with, potentially distracting themselves from a 
classroom environment whose norms are not welcoming and whose communication styles are not 
compatible. As students successfully create online spaces to share information, problem-solving 
approaches, and complaints, they encourage others students to check out their photos, captions, and 
comments, thus strengthening the cultural norm of frequent phone-checking and online activity 
being acceptable during a lecture.  

These few examples of power dynamics and cultural norms presented here are the tip of the 
iceberg of what is happening within sophomore engineering gateway courses. As our data collection 
continues and analysis intensifies, we look to identify in greater detail the mechanisms by which 
these cultural norms are created and recreated over time, and the overall impact of the cultural 
norms on students. While we have identified several instances of instructor power within the 
classroom and informal student networks of power, we look for a greater scheme of power 
dynamics that affect the adoption and reification of cultural norms within these critical gateway 
courses.  

G. Project Timeline 
This proposal specifically requests funding to assist in the continuation of this important 
investigation. Preliminary findings have uncovered themes that could greatly impact the way that  

Summer 2014 Fall 2014 Spring 2015 Summer 2015 
• Transcribe 2nd 

round of interviews 
with students and 
teachers  

• Continue 
reconstructive 
analysis 

• Begin coding of all 
data: interviews, 
observations, 
artifacts 

• Follow-up 
interviews with 
selected students, 
instructors, 
administrators 

• Continue 
reconstructive 
analysis 

• Continue iterative 
coding process, 
relate codes to 
conceptual 
frameworks 

• Finalize coding 
scheme 

• Share findings with 
interviewees, revise 
as needed 

• Complete data 
analysis 

• Report findings to 
CU Boulder 
engineering 
education and 
DBER audience 

 

• Report findings to 
American Society 
for Engineering 
Education (ASEE) 
audience 

• Dissertation 
Defense 

Table 2: Proposed Research Activities Funded By the Chancellor’s Graduate Award for Excellence in STEM Education 
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engineering educators view instruction during the sophomore year of engineering. Table 2 details the 
proposed activities that will be funded by the Center for STEM Learning (CSL) Chancellor’s 
Graduate Award (CGA) for Excellence in STEM Education. Though past proposals funded by CSL 
aided in the early stages of innovative graduate research, approved funding will seed efforts that will 
continue beyond doctoral research into post-doctoral research and change the conversation about 
engineering retention at the national level. 

Evaluation of Success 
  A successful project will result in the uncovering of cultural norms and linked power 
dynamics in sophomore level mathematics courses. Success can be evaluated in the context of our 
interviewees, students and instructors, if they agree and believe in our findings. As we seek to 
describe the “taken-for-granted” social forces present in undergraduate classes, our findings should 
not be shocking or foreign to those familiar with these settings; instead, our findings should resonate 
and cast typical sophomore experiences in a new light, with greater understanding of the social 
processes therein. A successful project will be well-received by both the local CU Boulder 
engineering education community, as well as the international academic engineering education 
community in terms of research presentations and publications, as we seek to situate our findings 
within the existing literature. Ultimately, a successful project will enable one member of our research 
team, Janet Tsai, to defend her dissertation, graduate and continue the work at a post-doctoral level.   

H. Project Outcomes 

Benefits for Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering (MCEN) is currently the largest department in the CEAS, with 802 

enrolled undergraduates as of 2013 (Davis, 2014) and is projected to remain the largest department 
in the college through 2020, nearly doubling the undergraduate enrollment in a few short years 
(Davis, 2014). Unfortunately, with this explosive growth rate in enrollment, other resources 
(teaching and administrative staff) are slow to follow. Faced with these dramatic shifts and 
diminishing teacher to student ratios, MCEN is facing tremendous risk of student attrition, 
particularly with vulnerable populations.  

Sophomore year in MCEN has been identified through internal and external ABET 
assessment measures to be a weak point in our curriculum. Understanding what educators can do in 
the coming years to support undergraduates through this critical and resource-low time can have 
direct impact on the retention rates of our students.  

Benefits for the College of Engineering and Applied Science  
Understanding the cultural norms of the specific sophomore level gateway courses under 

study and how these norms are constructed and develop over time is important for understanding 
why some students are currently leaving engineering and a crucial first step in eventually changing 
destructive norms. Being conscious of the encoded messages about proper behavior and 
communication in engineering can help educators concentrate on the true meanings and content 
they wish to transfer to students, not the unintentional social messages that may be received. A 
stated goal of the college is to “increase the diversity and excellence of our students, faculty, and 
staff” by 2020 (Engineering 2020: Vision for Excellence, n.d.). As the percent of underrepresented 
minority students and women in the CEAS has remained relatively stable over the last few decades, 
making a true change in the demographics of the college and its graduates will require novel 
approaches like this study in order to understand and improve the structural and environmental 
aspects of our fundamental courses.  
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Benefits for the University of Colorado Boulder 
The benefits for our university include the potential to illustrate the methodology, theory, 

and trade-offs considered in this type of exploratory qualitative study for our Discipline-Based 
Education Research (DBER) community. In addition to engineering, other university departments 
may be interested in employing similar methods to uncover the cultural norms embedded in their 
critical courses. Underpinned by support from the Center for STEM Learning, this work can 
positively reform curricula in engineering with cascading impacts around the university. Finally, this 
paradigm-shifting work in engineering education provides a novel way to investigate improvements 
in student retention rates, thus contributing to CU-Boulder and CSL’s strong reputation as a leader 
in STEM education research.  

Personal Development Benefits – Janet Y. Tsai 
This study, already in progress, represents the largest and most significant research effort I 

have yet attempted. While data collection and analysis are already underway to understand, 
ethnographically, the native culture of sophomore engineering, the study requires additional time to 
continue data analysis, formulate findings, and to write and defend my dissertation. With support 
from the CGA, I can focus more intently on the dissertation research, completing interviews, and 
comparing analyses with a greater set of interview subjects and researchers. As this study is novel in 
the field of engineering education, I continue to collaborate and learn from colleagues in the School 
of Education to inform my research. The CGA would enable further collaboration and learning so 
that this study can be vigorously grounded within the tradition of the Learning Sciences and 
Education research in addition to the engineering education literature, increasing the value of the 
work and broadening its appeal to other discipline-based education research.  

I. Future Work 
As this study continues data collection and analysis through at least one more year, we are 

considering extensions to the work for subsequent years to further expound on the existence and 
effects of cultural norms and power dynamics in undergraduate engineering. Postdoctoral funding 
will be sought for Janet Y. Tsai to extend this research beyond sophomore gateway courses in 
engineering to other critical points along an undergraduates’ trajectory, including laboratory courses, 
technical requirements, and design courses. In the immediate future, however, the tasks of student 
and instructor interviews, transcription, and analysis of the data will consume the bulk of another 
research year. As planned, publication and dissemination of results within the Mechanical 
Engineering department, the CEAS, the DBER and CSL communities, the international 
Engineering Education community and the Learning Sciences research community will continue 
through 2014 and 2015.  
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University of Colorado Boulder ! Department of Mechanical Engineering ! UCB 427 ! Boulder, CO 80309 

Phone: 781.540.9188 ! Fax: 303.492.3478 ! E-Mail: janet.y.tsai@gmail.com 

 

Research Interests 
• Engineering education – initiatives to encourage more students, especially women, into the field of 

engineering. Understanding the dynamics of how novice engineers construct hierarchies of status and 
power and the implications of this hierarchy on student persistence through undergraduate schooling. 

Education 
Ph.D. Candidate Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Colorado Boulder 

Advisor: Dr. Daria A. Kotys-Schwartz 
GPA: 3.9/4.0 

2015 
 

M.S. 
 

Design Center Colorado, University of Colorado Boulder 
Masters Design Project sponsored by Medtronic Navigation, Louisville CO 
GPA: 3.9/4.0 

2010-12 

B.S.  Mechanical Engineering, F.W. Olin College of Engineering 
Senior Capstone Project sponsored by Draper Laboratories, Cambridge MA 
GPA: 3.84/4.0 

2002-06 

Teaching Experience 
• Lead Graduate Teacher, Mechanical Engineering 

Graduate Teacher Program, University of Colorado Boulder 
 2011-13 

 

• Instructor, Mechanical Engineering, CU Boulder  
MCEN 5208, Introduction to Research  

 Fall 2012 

• Novel Curriculum Developer, Mechanical Engineering, CU Boulder 
MCEN 2023, Statics and Structures 

 Fall 2012 

• Teaching Assistant, Mechanical Engineering, CU Boulder 
MCEN 3025, Component Design 
MCEN 4026, Manufacturing Processes and Systems 

  
Spring 2011 

Fall 2010 

• Robotics Instructor, Springboard After School Programs 
LEGO Mindstorms, Ages 10-14 

 2010 

Grants and Fellowships 
• National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship,  

STEM Education and Learning Research – Engineering Education 
 2011-14 

 

• Olin College Inaugural Full-Tuition Scholarship  2002-06 

Professional and Research Experience 
• Research Assistant, Your Own Undergraduate Research Experience at 

the University of Colorado Boulder (YOU’RE@CU) Program  
Principal Investigators: Dr. Beverly Louie and Dr. Virginia Ferguson 

 2010-13 
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• Educational Publishing Developer 
Sky Bridge Education, LLC – Boulder, CO 

 2009-10 

• Systems Engineer, Home Robots Division 
iRobot Corporation – Bedford, MA 

 2007-09 

• International Customer Support Engineer, International Division 
iRobot Corporation – Bedford, MA 

 2008 

• Technical Manufacturing Liaison, Asia Pacific Division 
iRobot Corporation – Hong Kong SAR 

 2006-07 

• Research Assistant, Evaluating Effectiveness of Project-Based 
Learning on Retention of Women and Minority Students 
Principal Investigators: Dr. Yevgeniya Zastavker and Dr. Mia Ong  

 2005-06 

Awards and Honors 
• Most Attended Poster Award for “What’s ‘Proper’ in Engineering? 

Exploring Cultural Norms in the Sophomore Engineering Curriculum,” 
Graduate Engineering Annual Research and Recruitment Symposium 
(GEAR2S), Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Colorado Boulder. 

 Mar 2014 

• Best Paper Award for “Learning Statics by Feeling: Effects of Everyday 
Examples on Confidence and Identity Development,” Mechanics 
Division, American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Annual 
Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA. 

 Jun 2013 

• Best Paper Award for “Am I a Boss or a Coach? Graduate Students 
Mentoring Undergraduates in Research,” Graduate Studies Division, 
American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Annual 
Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA. 

 Jun 2013 

• Best Aesthetics Award, "Active Learning at the University of Colorado 
Boulder," Graduate Teacher Program Poster Session, Boulder, CO. 

 Apr 2013 

• People’s Choice Award, “Retention of Women and Minorities in 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) @CU,” 
Graduate Teacher Program Poster Session, Boulder, CO. 

 Apr 2012 

• Kenneth Johnsen Student of the Month Award. Awarded by 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Colorado 
Boulder. 

 Oct 2011 

• Dorothy Martin Doctoral Student Honorable Mention Award, 
University of Colorado Boulder Graduate School 

 2011 

• Rock Award, iRobot Corporation   2007 

Peer-Reviewed Conference Proceedings 
1. J. Y. Tsai, D. Kotys-Schwartz, and M. Hannigan, “Learning Statics by Feeling: Effects of Everyday 

Examples on Confidence and Identity Development,” in Proceedings of the American Society for Engineering 
Education Annual Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA, 2013. 

2. J. Y. Tsai, D. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V. L. Ferguson, and A. N. Berg, “Am I a Boss or a Coach? 
Graduate Students Mentoring Undergraduates in Research,” in Proceedings of the American Society for 
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Engineering Education Annual Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA, 2013. 
3. A. N. Berg, J. Y. Tsai, V. L. Ferguson, and B. Louie, “What’s trust go to do with it? Assessing a 

research-based mentoring program for novice engineers,” in Proceedings of the American Society for 
Engineering Education Annual Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA, 2013. 

4. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V. L. Ferguson, and A. N. Berg, “Graduate Students 
Mentoring Undergraduates in Research: Attitudes and Reflections about these Experiences,” in 
Proceedings of the American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference and Exposition, San Antonio, TX, 
2012. 

5. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V. L. Ferguson, and A. N. Berg, “Comparing Mentor and 
Mentee Perspectives in a Research-Based Undergraduate Mentoring Program,” in Proceedings of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 2012 International Mechanical Engineering Congress & Exposition 
(ASME IMECE), Houston TX, 2012. 

6. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, V. L. Ferguson, and B. Louie, “Assessing Efficacy of a New 
Research-Oriented Peer Mentoring Program: YOU’RE@CU,” in Proceedings of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers 2011 International Mechanical Congress & Exposition (ASME IMECE), Denver, CO, 
2011. 

Book Chapters 
1. J. Y. Tsai, “An Engineering Approach to Feminism,” in in Click: When We Knew We Were Feminists, J. C. 

Sullivan and C. E. Martin, Eds. Seal Press, 2010. 

Lectures and Presentations 

Invited Lectures 

1. J.Y. Tsai, S. Black, L. Giangola (facilitator), “A conversation on 
‘Achieving Parity of the Sexes at the Undergraduate Level: A Study of 
Success’,” Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching, and 
Learning (CIRTL) Reads Series, online. 

 5 Mar 2014 

2. J.Y. Tsai,  “Test-Taking Workshop,” Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Undergraduate Program, University of Colorado 
Boulder. 

 4 Feb 2014 

3. J.Y. Tsai,  “Update: Current Trends in Engineering Education,” 
College of Engineering and Applied Science Graduate STEMinar 
Series, University of Colorado Boulder. 

 31 Oct 2013 

4. J.Y. Tsai, “Current Trends in Engineering Education,” Department 
of Aerospace Engineering, Graduate Seminar Series, University of 
Colorado Boulder. 

 27 Feb 2013 

5. J.Y. Tsai, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V.L Ferguson, A. Berg, 
"Comparing Mentor and Mentee Perspectives in a Research-Based 
Undergraduate Mentoring Program," Engineering Education Research 
Group, University of Colorado Boulder. 

 22 Jan 2013 

6. J.Y. Tsai, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V.L Ferguson, A. Berg, 
"Comparing Mentor and Mentee Perspectives in a Research-Based 
Undergraduate Mentoring Program," Discipline-Based Educational 
Research (DBER) Seminar Series, University of Colorado Boulder. 

 4 Dec 2012 

7. J.Y. Tsai and J. Garland, “Grading Problems in STEM Disciplines,”  23 Aug 2012 
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Graduate Teacher Program Fall Intensive Conference, University of 
Colorado Boulder. 

8. J.Y. Tsai, “Guidelines to Address Gender in Engineering Classrooms 
and Beyond.” Graduate Teacher Program Monday Workshop Series, 
University of Colorado Boulder. 

 27 Feb 2012 

Oral Conference Presentations (presenter in bold) 

9. J. Y. Tsai, D. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V. L. Ferguson, and A. N. 
Berg, “Am I a Boss or a Coach? Graduate Students Mentoring 
Undergraduates in Research,” presented at the American Society for 
Engineering Education Annual Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, 
GA. 

 25 Jun 2013 

10. J. Y. Tsai, D. Kotys-Schwartz, and M. Hannigan, “Learning Statics by 
Feeling: Effects of Everyday Examples on Confidence and Identity 
Development,” presented at the American Society for Engineering 
Education Annual Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA. 

 24 Jun 2013 

11. J.Y. Tsai and D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, "Status and the Roles of Students 
in Engineering: A Justification for Studying the Creation of Status 
Assignment in Freshman and Sophomore Year," presented at the 
American Society for Engineering Education Rocky Mountain Section 
Annual Conference, Pueblo, CO. 

 28 Mar 2013 

12. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, and M. Hannigan, “A Body-based 
Approach to Teaching and Learning Engineering Statics,” presented at 
the ASME 2012 International Mechanical Engineering Congress & 
Exposition, Houston, TX. 

 13 Nov 2012 

13. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V. L. Ferguson, and A. 
N. Berg, “Comparing Mentor and Mentee Perspectives in a Research-
Based Undergraduate Mentoring Program,” presented at the ASME 
2012 International Mechanical Engineering Congress & Exposition, 
Houston, TX. 

 13 Nov 2012 

14. A. N. Berg, J.Y. Tsai, B. Louie, V.L. Ferguson, “The importance of 
trust in a research-based undergraduate mentoring program,” 
presented at the University of New Mexico Mentoring Institute 
Conference, Albuquerque, NM. 

 24 Oct 2012 

15. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, B. Louie, V. L. Ferguson, and A. N. 
Berg, “Graduate Students Mentoring Undergraduates in Research: 
Attitudes and Reflections about these Experiences,” presented at the 
American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference and 
Exposition, San Antonio, TX. 

 11 Jun 2012 

16. J.Y. Tsai, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, M. Hannigan, “A Body-Based 
Approach to Teaching and Learning Engineering Statics,” presented at 
the Graduate Engineering Annual Research and Recruitment 
Symposium (GEAR2S), Boulder, CO.  

 8 Mar 2012 

17. J. Y. Tsai, D. A. Kotys-Schwartz, V. L. Ferguson, and B. Louie, 
“Assessing Efficacy of a New Research-Oriented Peer Mentoring 
Program: YOU’RE@CU,” presented at the ASME 2011 International 
Mechanical Congress & Exposition, Denver, CO. 

 17 Nov 2011 

18. J. Y. Tsai, "Perspectives on FIRST Robotics," presented at the Rocky  Mar 2010 
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Mountain Section Mini-Conference, Society of Women Engineers, 
Boulder, CO. 

Conference Poster Presentations (presenter in bold) 

19. J.Y. Tsai, D. Kotys-Schwartz, D.W. Knight, “What’s ‘Proper’ in 
Engineering? Exploring Cultural Norms in the Sophomore 
Engineering Curriculum,” Graduate Engineering Annual Research and 
Recruitment Symposium (GEAR2S), Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of Colorado Boulder. 

 6 March 2014 

20. A. Berg, J.Y. Tsai, V.L. Ferguson, B.Louie, “What's trust got to do 
with it? Assessing a research-based mentoring program for novice 
engineers,” American Society for Engineering Education Annual 
Conference and Exposition, T442 First Year Programs Poster Session. 

 25 June 2013 

21. J. Y. Tsai, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, M. Hannigan, “Learning Statics by 
Feeling: Effects of Everyday Examples on Confidence and Identity 
Development,” Science Education Initiative/Center for STEM 
Learning (CSL) End-of-Year Event. 

22. E.A. Hogan, K. Kyburz, A.D. Monteblanco, C. Szczepanski, J.Y. 
Tsai, “Active Learning at the University of Colorado Boulder,” 
Graduate Teacher Program Lead Capstone Event.  

23. J. Y. Tsai, A. Berg, V.L. Ferguson, B. Louie, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, 
“Assessing and Understanding the Your Own Undergraduate 
Research Experience at CU (YOU’RE@CU) Program,” Graduate 
Engineering Annual Research and Recruitment Symposium. 

 7 May 2013 

 
 

5 April 2013 

 
 

14 March 2013 

24. J. Y. Tsai, A. Berg, V.L. Ferguson, B. Louie, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, 
"YOU'RE@CU: Your Own Undergraduate Research Experience,” 
Center for STEM Learning (CSL) Launch, University of Colorado 
Boulder. 

 30 Sep 2012 

25. J. Y. Tsai, A. Berg, V.L. Ferguson, B. Louie, D.A. Kotys-Schwartz, 
"An Introduction to YOU'RE@CU: Your Own Undergraduate 
Research Experience," Science Education Initiative/Center for STEM 
Learning (CSL) End-of-Year Event. 

 9 May 2012 

26. S. Pang, J.Y. Tsai, N. Wakefield, S. Waggy, A. Wong, “Retention of 
Women and Minorities in Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) @CU,” Graduate Teacher Program Lead 
Capstone Event. 

 6 April 2012 

Outreach and Service Activities 
• Mentor, Boulder High School Landsharks For Inspiration and 

Recognition of Science and Technology (FIRST) Robotics 
Competition Team 1157 

 2010-present 

• Coordinator, Gender and Engineering Seminar at the University of 
Colorado Boulder, College of Engineering and Applied Science 

 2011 
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Affiliations/Memberships 
• American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE), Student Member  2011-present 

• American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Student Member  2011-present 

Relevant Press 
• “Keeping the Hope Alive as a Woman in Engineering”, Engineer Girl 

Website, National Science Foundation 
(http://www.engineergirl.org/GetThere/HowtoGetThere/16862.aspx) 

Fall 2013  • “Graduate Student Bridges Yoga with Engineering Education”, College 
of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado Boulder 
(http://www.colorado.edu/engineering/profile/graduate-student-
bridges-yoga-engineering-education)  

 Oct 2012 
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Department of Mechanical Engineering 
!

College of Engineering and Applied Science  Telephone: 303-492-3174 
Engineering Center, 427 UCB Fax: 303-492-3498 
University of Colorado at Boulder Daria.Kotys@Colorado.edu 
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0427 USA http:/www.colorado.edu/mechanical 
!
!
!
March 31, 2014 
!
Dear Center for STEM Learning Review Committee:  
 
I am writing in support of Janet Tsai’s proposal for a Center for STEM Learning (CSL) 
Chancellor’s Graduate Award (CGA) for Excellence in STEM Education. I first met Janet in the 
fall of 2009, when she inquired about a doctorate in Mechanical Engineering with a dissertation 
focus in engineering education. Janet is one of the best PhD students that has entered the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME) at the University of Colorado Boulder! She is an 
extraordinary individual who possesses a unique blend of passion, professionalism, hands-on 
aptitude, and critical thinking propensity.  
!
Current and Future Contributions to Engineering Education:!Janet truly embodies the spirit 
of the Chancellor’s Graduate Award for Excellence in STEM Education. She has dedicated herself 
to developing initiatives and curricular innovations that challenge the “chilly” climate faced by 
women in engineering, and is dedicated to providing an inclusive environment for all engineers.  

 
At the University of Colorado all first year graduate students in mechanical engineering are required 
to take the two-semester Introduction to Research course. As part of the class, students have the 
opportunity to work with a faculty advisor on an eight-month research project. Janet was assigned 
to work with the newly founded YOURE@CU project (seed funded by the CSL)—a program 
designed to link graduate engineers with 1st and 2nd year women and underrepresented minority 
(URM) undergraduate engineers through quality research projects. Janet was tasked with assessing 
the program goals through quantitative and qualitative methods. Janet worked with the 
YOURE@CU Directors to facilitate the creation and refinement of project goals, established an 
assessment plan, developed and deployed surveys, obtained IRB approval and utilized the literature 
to identify best practices to be implemented in the program. What is stunning is that after the 
course requirements were complete, Janet continued to work with the YOUR@CU Directors—
assessing and reforming the program structure for two subsequent years. She has identified 
program characteristics that are essential for mentoring programs aimed at retaining women and 
URM’s in engineering, resulting in three conference proceedings publications (including a best 
paper award) and five technical presentations.  

 
As Janet’s advisor, I was thoroughly impressed when she approached me with her Body-Based 
Approach to teaching and learning statics. Her proposed research work had the potential to change 
the way that Engineering Statics is taught. Engineering Statics is a required course at more than 300 
engineering schools across the country. Students typically take Engineering Statics at the beginning 
of their sophomore year, and the course represents the first in a scripted pathway of engineering 
core courses. In a traditional Engineering Statics book, three-quarters of examples shown are 
largely airplanes, rockets, machine tools, mechanisms, and men: the ratio of men to women as 
pictured in a typical text is over 10:1, with, in one exemplar, only six women displayed over 600 



pages. The Body-Based Approach was aimed at actively engaging students in Engineering on 
Statics. The purpose of the intervention was to teach abstract phenomenon by allowing students to 
physically feel the consequence of “theory” on their own body. Janet’s core focus was to create an 
environment that could engage a diverse engineering community—a conundrum that plagues 
engineering and has left researchers striving for ways to attract and retain women and 
underrepresented students. Recent results have indicated that the Body-Based intervention may not 
influence student attitudes, professional role confidence and engineering identity in the manner that 
was hypothesized. However, the conversations that surrounded the student resistance to these 
authentic engineering examples has lead Janet down a new path to exploring a cutting-edge 
theoretical system for the purpose of uncovering norms in the classroom—where a hierarchy may 
be generated and upheld by the intellectual elite and then culturally reproduced. This current 
investigation of under researched sophomore engineering classes has the potential, if funded, for  a 
substantial contribution to the field, and is starting to uncover structures that are keeping some 
women in engineering and forcing others out of the profession.  
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Daria Kotys-Schwartz, Ph.D. 
Mechanical Engineering Instructor 
Design Center Colorado Director of Undergraduate Programs 
Center for STEM Learning Founding Fellow 
 

Mentoring – Janet Y. Tsai  

Mentoring for Janet Tsai will continue within the same structure that she has had for the last four 
years. Each week, I conduct hour-long meetings with Janet to review logistical questions, 
conference abstracts and papers, and review research results. Dr. Daniel Knight, an educational 
psychologist working within the College of Engineering and Applied Science for the past thirteen 
years, also attends Janet’s weekly meeting to discuss her ethnographic research results. Janet has 
also received frequent mentoring from Dr. Margaret Eisenhart and Dr. Kevin O’Connor from the 
School of Education. Dr. Eisenhart is an esteemed scholar in qualitative research and has taught 
Janet in two School of Education courses. Dr. O’Connor boasts 20 years of ethnographic research 
background and has taught Janet in one School of Education course. Their mentorship has been 
invaluable in assisting Janet in establishing her theoretical framework for her current research. Janet 
has also pursued mentoring from engineering education experts at other institutions, such as Dr. 
Alice Pawley. Dr. Pawley’s work centers on qualitative research in feminist engineering and 
provides Janet a lens into feminist theory and how it may inform her engineering education work.  
 
Larger communities that also serve as fertile grounds for mentoring include the College of 
Engineering and Applied Science Engineering Education Research Group and the American 
Society of Engineering Education (ASEE) Educational Research and Methods (ERM) Division.  

Inclusion of Results in Dissertation Work  

In the Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME) a precedent has been established for 
dissertation work involving engineering education content. Graduate students in mechanical 
engineering who have completed the required technical course requirements, passed the ME 



Preliminary Exams and established a Dissertation Committee with three ME faculty are free to 
pursue a dissertation with an engineering education focus. Janet Tsai’s dissertation committee has 
already been determined, with participation from three ME faculty and two faculty from the 
University of Colorado School of Education (Dr. Margaret Eisenhart and Dr. Kevin O’Connor). 
All of Janet’s prior work, current work and proposed educational research work will be published 
within her dissertation. 

Matching Funds  

In fall 2014, Janet Tsai’s NSF Graduate Research Fellowship will conclude and alternative funding 
through research grants is not available. The Department of Mechanical Engineering has 
committed to support 25% during the 2014-2015 academic year. In spring 2015, Janet will be 
eligible to apply for summer 2015 funding through the Department of Mechanical Engineering. !
Personal Development Benefits – Daria Kotys-Schwartz  
The research work proposed by Janet Tsai represents a shift within my own research focus. For ten 
years my research in engineering education has centered on the affects of curricular interventions 
and the resulting longitudinal impacts. Within the last few years, I have become interested in the 
implications of formal and informal socialization practices on engineering students during their 
undergraduate years—how students, over time, became engineers, or how some never realize their 
becoming and become victims of a war of attrition.  Janet’s research provides an opportunity for 
me to pursue developing interests and delve deeper into an under investigated space in engineering 
education and also reflect on how my own teaching practices may inadvertently be creating a 
culture where some students do not feel they belong.  

Benefits for the Department of Mechanical Engineering 

With mechanical engineering student enrollment increasing from ~600 to ~1300 within two years 
time (2012-2014), we find ourselves at a crossroads; we can either improve our undergraduate 
experience and graduate more mechanical engineers, or face a seriously disappointing alternative in 
which high enrollments are matched with high attrition. 

 
It is critical that the Department of Mechanical Engineering and the College of Engineering and 
Applied Science undertake studies, like the one proposed by Janet Tsai, to understand the climates 
in our rapidly expanding undergraduate engineering required courses, especially in the competitive 
world of sophomore engineering. Currently, little attention is given to the instructional staffing and 
resulting student socialization of the sophomore year and the potential benefits and consequences 
of instructional assignments. Are we unconsciously adding to the attrition epidemic in engineering? 
 
This project has immense potential for elucidating assumptions and the “taken-for-granted” 
conventional social currents of our engineering college, so that we can be informed in the future in 
designing classroom experiences to align with our strategic plan for growing more engineers and 
supporting authentic diversity within the field. To inform our colleagues, we plan to disseminate 
findings in MCEN first, then see what can be translated into action and recommendations for other 
engineering departments.  

Benefits for the University of Colorado  

The research methodology being employed by Janet Tsai for this work has the potential to uncover 
institutional structures that may serve as barriers to student success in engineering. Though we do 
not assume that results from this study can be generalized to other disciplines, we do anticipate that 



the results will encourage and foster a critical dialogue at the university level that will inspire others 
to investigate and uncover detrimental organizational frameworks within their own departments. 

As the University of Colorado continues to position itself nationally as a leader in STEM education, 
one key to establishing this reputation is groundbreaking research coming from each of the STEM 
disciplines. We posit that we must go beyond looking at reformed curriculum and challenge the 
cultural status quo within each disparate organization on campus that allows for the reproduction 
of unconsciously damaging behavior—this research is the first step in this direction. 
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The following information should be provided for each investigator and other senior personnel.  Failure to provide this information may delay consideration of this proposal. 

Investigator:       Daria Kotys-Schwartz Other agencies (including NSF) to which this proposal has 
been/will be submitted: None 

Support: Current  X  Pending    Submission Planned in Near Future   *Transfer of Support 

Project/Proposal Title: (Consultant) Sustainable Energy and Aeronautical Engineering Program 
Source of Support: US Department of Education: FIPSE P116M100008 
Total Award Amount: $248,543 Total Award Period Covered: 8/1/10-7/31/13 
Location of Project: Florida State University 
Person-Months Per Year Committed to the Project.  Cal:  0.15 Acad:  0 Sumr:  0.0 



 
 

Investigator:       Daria Kotys-Schwartz Other agencies (including NSF) to which this proposal has 
been/will be submitted: None 

Support: Current X  Pending   Submission Planned in Near Future   *Transfer of Support 

Project/Proposal Title: REESE: Learning Ethnographies of New Engineers: A New Approach to 
Understanding the Transition from School to Work 
Source of Support: NSF DRL-1252372 
Total Award Amount: $1,499,871 Total Award Period Covered: 1/1/13-12/31/15 
Location of Project: University of Colorado Boulder 
Person-Months Per Year Committed to the Project.  Cal: 0.0 

 
Acad:  0 Sumr:  1.0 

 
Investigator:       Daria Kotys-Schwartz Other agencies (including NSF) to which this proposal has 

been/will be submitted: None 

Support: Current X  Pending    Submission Planned in Near Future   *Transfer of Support 

Project/Proposal Title: EAGER: Cognitive Ethnographies of Engineering Design 
Source of Support: NSF CMMI-1355599  
Total Award Amount: $188,726 Total Award Period Covered: 9/1/13-8/31/14 
Location of Project: University of Colorado Boulder 
Person-Months Per Year Committed to the Project.  Cal: 0.0 

 
Acad:  0.0 Sumr: 0.0 

 
    

Investigator:       Daria Kotys-Schwartz Other agencies (including NSF) to which this proposal has 
been/will be submitted: None 

Support: Current   Pending  X  Submission Planned in Near Future   *Transfer of Support 

Project/Proposal Title: PRIME: Rubrics for the Evaluation of Ethics and Sustainability in Engineering 
Design Reports 
Source of Support: NSF 
Total Award Amount: $250,000 Total Award Period Covered: 1/1/15-12/31/16 
Location of Project: University of Colorado Boulder 
Person-Months Per Year Committed to the Project.  Cal: 0.0 

 
Acad:  0.0 Sumr: 0.25 
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!" #$%&'()&%*+,-"+,./*'0+,-"+,-12$('$2+,-"+,3/''('04*5+,-"+,6*0/)*+,7"+,8$)1$29($:;<-*=2$+,>"+,
-4/5*'+,#"+,>*14$2:?+,3"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,,D>&%('0,E&A*2;,*,6$)$*2=4,F'9&25$;,
3&'=$G1/*:,>&;$:,&9,H'0('$$2('0,7:&I*:,J2$G*2$;'$))D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,3#",
4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6789,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,F';(*'*G&:()+,FK",J*G$2,
-/I5(11$;",,

L" -12$('$2+,-"+,3/''('04*5+,-"+,#$%&'()&%*+,-"+,./*'0+,-"+,>*14$2:?+,3"+,8$)1$29($:;<-*=2$+,>"+,
-4/5*'+,#"+,6*0/)*+,7"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,,DHMG:&2('0,H'0('$$2('0,H;/=*1(&',(',82&*;$2,
3&'1$M1N,O,P2*5$A&2Q,&9,H'0('$$2('0,7:&I*:,J2$G*2$;'$))D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,
3#",4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6789,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,F';(*'*G&:()+,FK",,

R" @&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,@'(041+,C"+,C*:?+,-",S(:5*B+,-"+,DH%*:/*1('0,14$,F5G:$5$'1*1(&',&9,C$)(0',
.$/2()1(=,3*2;),(',*,F';/)12?,-G&')&2$;,3*G)1&'$,C$)(0',3&/2)$D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,
0#$'%12,3#",4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6789,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,F';(*'*G&:()+,FK",,

T" @'(041+,C"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,DU'=$,O0*(',O2&/';,14$,C&/I:$,E2(*'0:$N,O,>/:1(<6*1$2,
O))$))5$'1,&9,3*G)1&'$,C$)(0',-Q(::)D,!"#$%%&'()*+,678?,@"#(1'%"*,'(,4&5$/1'#(,;#(3%"%($%+,
UQ:*4&5*,3(1?+,UQ:*4&5*",,,

V" @&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C",*';,-4(4+,3"+,W7:&I*:,3&'9(;$'=$N,-1/;$'1,U/1=&5$),92&5,*',
F'1$2'*1(&'*:,3*G)1&'$,C$)(0',HMG$2($'=$)X,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,3#",4()'(%%"'(),
4&5$/1'#(,678?,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,O1:*'1*+,7O",,

Y" @'(041+,C"+,-/::(%*'+,Z"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,>?$2)+,8"+,#&/($+,8"+DE4$,F5G*=1,&9,F'=:/)(%$,
HM=$::$'=$,J2&02*5),&',P(2)1,S$*2,H'0('$$2('0,F;$'1(1?,C$%$:&G5$'1,(',[';$22$G2$)$'1$;,
J&G/:*1(&')D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,3#",4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,678?,-((5/:,
;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,O1:*'1*+,7O",,,

\]" 3&&G$2+,#"^+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,DC$)(0'('0,14$,C$)(0',HMG$2($'=$N,F;$'1(9?('0,P*=1&2),&9,
-1/;$'1,>&1(%*1(&',(',J2&_$=1<8*)$;,#$*2'('0,*';,J2&_$=1<8*)$;,-$2%(=$<#$*2'('0D,
!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,3#",4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,678?,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,
4=>#*'1'#(+,O1:*'1*+,7O",`8$)1,&9,C$)(0',(',H'0('$$2('0,H;/=*1(&',C(%()(&'`,

\\" E)*(+,Z^"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,#&/($+,8"+,P$20/)&'+,7"+,8$20+,O"+DO5,F,*,8&)),&2,*,3&*=4a,
72*;/*1$,-1/;$'1),>$'1&2('0,[';$202*;/*1$),(',6$)$*2=4D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,
3#",4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,678?,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,O1:*'1*+,7O",`8$)1,-1/;$'1,
J*G$2,b,72*;/*1$,-1/;($),C(%()(&'`,

\c" E)*(+,Z^"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,.*''(0*'+,>"+,D#$*2'('0,-1*1(=),I?,P$$:('0N,H99$=1),&9,H%$2?;*?,
HM*5G:$),&',3&'9(;$'=$,*';,F;$'1(1?,C$%$:&G5$'1D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,3#",
4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,678?,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,4=>#*'1'#(+,O1:*'1*+,7O",`8$)1,J*G$2,b,
>$=4*'(=),C(%()(&'`,

\d" 3&&G$2+,#"^+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,D[)('0,6*';&5,P&2$)1),1&,F;$'1(9?,P*=1&2),&9,-1/;$'1,
>&1(%*1(&',(',*,J2&_$=1<8*)$;,#$*2'('0,3&/2)$D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-0A4,6786,B(1%"(/1'#(/:,
A%$C/('$/:,4()'(%%"'(),;#()"%**,<,4=>#,DBA4;4E+,.&/)1&'+,Ee",

\!" E)*(+,Z^"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,P$20/)&'+,7"+,#&/($+,8",D3&5G*2('0,>$'1&2,*';,>$'1$$,
J$2)G$=1(%$),(',*,6$)$*2=4<8*)$;,[';$202*;/*1$,>$'1&2('0,J2&02*5D,!"#$%%&'()*+,-0A4,
6786,B(1%"(/1'#(/:,A%$C/('$/:,4()'(%%"'(),;#()"%**,<,4=>#,DBA4;4E+,.&/)1&'+,Ee",

\L" E)*(+,Z^"+,@&1?)<-=4A*21B+,C"+,P$20/)&'+,7"+,#&/($+,8",D72*;/*1$,-1/;$'1),>$'1&2('0,
[';$202*;/*1$),(',6$)$*2=4N,O11(1/;$),*';,6$9:$=1(&'),*I&/1,E4$)$,HMG$2($'=$)D,
!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,3#",4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6786,-((5/:,;#(3%"%($%,<,
4=>#*'1'#(+,-*',O'1&'(&+,Ee",
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!"# $%&'()*#+(),-./%01234&5.6()7#()895:;%-<()=#()>-;'9()?#)@A%%9%%'<:)BCC'2&2/)-C)&)D94)E9%9&5230
F5'9<.9G)H995)I9<.-5'<:)H5-:5&JK)LFMENOM@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-./0,1233,4(5%"(65'#(67,
/%$86('$67,0()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,:,0;<#,=4/090>()79<P95()OF#))

!Q# E-2R9<S&;:3()>#+(),-./%01234&5.6()7#()E9&J-<()7#)@H5-T92.0?&%9G)195P'290>9&5<'<:)&<G)
1.;G9<.)I-.'P&.'-<@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-./0,1233,4(5%"(65'#(67,/%$86('$67,0()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,
:,0;<#,=4/090>()79<P95()OF#)

!U# ,-./%01234&5.6()7#()?9%.95C'9VG01&259()I#()13;J&<()>#)@W<C-5J&V)>9&5<'<:)'<)B<:'<995'<:)
BG;2&.'-<K)X3959)49)&59)&<G)X3959)49)<99G).-):-@)!"#$%%&'()*+,1233,?"#(5'%"*,'(,
0&@$65'#(,9#(A%"%($%()E&Y'G)O'./()17#))

!Z# E-2R9<S&;:3()>#+)&<G),-./%01234&5.6()7#)@H5-T92.0?&%9G)195P'29)>9&5<'<:)&<G)1.;G9<.)
I-.'P&.'-<@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-B%"'$6(,.#$'%5C,A#",0()'(%%"'(),0&@$65'#(,1233,-((@67,
9#(A%"%($%,:,0;<#*'5'#(()[&<2-;P95()?O()O&<&G&#))

\]# $5'P9..()A#(),-./%01234&5.6()7#()O/5;%()H#()@O-JY&5'%-<)-C)B<:'<995'<:)1.;G9<.)19VC0
2-<C'G9<29)'<)$39'5)AS'V'.'9%)&.)$4-)M<'P95%'.'9%@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-B%"'$6(,.#$'%5C,A#",
0()'(%%"'(),0&@$65'#(,1233,-((@67,9#(A%"%($%,:,0;<#*'5'#(()[&<2-;P95()?O()O&<&G&#))

\!# ^&5%R9()I#()E-2R9<S&;:3()>#)+(),-./%01234&5.6()7#()E9&J-<()7#()@B<:'<995'<:)C-5)AJ95'2&<)
O-JJ;<'.'9%K)B<:&:'<:)9<:'<995'<:)%.;G9<.%)'<)J;V.'G'%2'YV'<&5/)&V.5;'%.'2)9<:'<995'<:)
G9%':<)Y5-T92.@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-B%"'$6(,.#$'%5C,A#",0()'(%%"'(),0&@$65'#(,1233,-((@67,
9#(A%"%($%,:,0;<#*'5'#(()[&<2-;P95()?O()O&<&G&#))

\\# ,<':3.()7#(),-./%01234&5.6()7#()&<G)H&4V&%()=#)@$5'&<:;V&.'-<K)A<)BCC92.'P9)A%%9%%J9<.)$--V)
C-5)O&Y%.-<9)79%':<)H5-:5&J)BP&V;&.'-<_@)!"#$%%&'()*+,1232,96<*5#(%,D%*')(,9#(A%"%($%()
?-;VG95()OF#)*;<9)\]!]#))

\`# ,-./%01234&5.6()7#(),<':3.()7#)&<G)H&4V&%()=#)@8'5%.0L9&5)&<G)O&Y%.-<9)79%':<)H5-T92.%K)W%)
.39)?--R9<G)O;55'2;V;J)AYY5-&23)BCC92.'P9)C-5)1R'VV)=&'<_@)!"#$%%&'()*+,1232,-B%"'$6(,
.#$'%5C,A#",0()'(%%"'(),0&@$65'#(,-((@67,9#(A%"%($%,:,0;<#*'5'#(()>-;'%P'VV9(),L#))*;<9)\]!]#)

\a# B'%9<3&5.()I#)&<G),-./%01234&5.6()7#)@$39)I9&<'<:)-C)W<.959%.)'<)B<:'<995'<:@)!"#$%%&'()*+,
1232,-B%"'$6(,0&@$65'#(67,E%*%6"$8,-**#$'65'#(()79<P95()OF#)AY5'V)\]!]#)

\b# I&5:-V'%()*#+(),-./%01234&5.6()7#(),<':3.()7#)@$39)H-%.0=5&G;&.'-<)A..5'.'-<)-C)B<:'<995'<:)
1.;G9<.%K)A<)BcYV-5&.-5/)1.;G/)-<)W<CV;9<.'&V)O&5995)O3-'29)8&2.-5%@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-./0,
122F,4(5%"(65'#(67,/%$86('$67,0()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,:,0;<#,=4/90>()>&R9)?;9<&)['%.&()
8V-5'G&#)D-P9JS95)\]]Z#)

\"# ,-./%01234&5.6()7#(),<':3.()7#)&<G)H&4V&%()=#)@85-J)8'5%.)L9&5)B<:'<995'<:)H5-T92.%).-)
19<'-5)O&Y%.-<9)79%':<K)X3&.)1R'VV%)A59)F;5)1.;G9<.%)=&'<'<:_@)!"#$%%&'()*+,-./0,122F,
4(5%"(65'#(67,/%$86('$67,0()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,:,0;<#,=4/90>()>&R9)?;9<&)['%.&()8V-5'G&#)
D-P9JS95)\]]Z#)

\Q# B'%9<3&5.()I#()I-55'%()$#(),-./%01234&5.6()7#)@BJY./)O3-'29K))O&<)='5V%)X&<.)B<:'<995'<:)WC)
$39/)7-<d.),<-4)X3&.)W.)W%_@)!"#$%%&'()*+,122F,-B%"'$6(,0&@$65'#(67,E%*%6"$8,-**#$'65'#(()
1&<)7'9:-()OA#)AY5'V)\]]Z#))

\U# ,-./%01234&5.6()7#(),<':3.()7#)@85-J)8'5%.)L9&5)H5-T92.%).-)19<'-5)O&Y%.-<9)79%':<#)X3&.)
1R'VV%)&59)E9&VV/)=&'<9G_@)!"#$%%&'()*+,122G,?"#(5'%"*,'(,0&@$65'#(,-((@67,9#(A%"%($%()
1&5&.-:&)1Y5'<:%()DL#)F2.-S95)\]]U#))

\Z# ,-./%01234&5.6()7#A#)&<G)O&5V%-<()>#B#)eBP&V;&.'-<)-C).39)WJY&2.)-C)W<.95&2.'P'./)-<)1.;G9<.)
H95C-5J&<29)&<G)A..'.;G9%)'<)B<:'<995'<:#f)!"#$%%&'()*+,?'"*5,4(5%"(65'#(67,9#(A%"%($%,#(,
E%*%6"$8,'(,0()'(%%"'(),0&@$65'#(()g-<-V;V;()gW#)*;<9)\]]Q#))
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!"# $%&'()*+,-./&0123#4#125./6(%7128#9#2.7:2;<.=%7123#2>*'(&<=.&?+2@7&<A/.&?%72%B25%7+<C&2
@7D<7&%/?<(2?72E<+,.7?+.6297A?7<</?7A#F2!"#$%%&'()*+,-../,01%"'$2(,3#$'%45,6#",7()'(%%"'(),
7&8$24'#(,0((829,:#(6%"%($%,;,7<=#*'4'#(125,?+.A%12@8#2*<((?%72!G!"#22

!H# $%&'()*+,-./&0123#4#2.7:25./6(%7128#9#2>E.7IB.+&I/?7A2J/%+<((<(2.7:2*'(&<=(K2LI.7&?&.&?D<2
9D.6I.&?%72%B2&,<2@=C.+&2%B2@7&</.+&?D?&'2%72*&I:<7&2J</B%/=.7+<#F2!"#$%%&'()*+,-../,
01%"'$2(,3#$'%45,6#",7()'(%%"'(),7&8$24'#(,0((829,:#(6%"%($%,;,7<=#*'4'#(125,?+.A%12@8#2
*<((?%72!HMM#22

!N# O./(P<12E#*#12$%&'()*+,-./&0123#4#12*I66?D.712Q#R#2.7:2S%-<6612Q#8#2>5/<.&?D<297A?7<</?7AK2
T<6C?7A2U?7&,)V/.:<2*&I:<7&(23?(+%D</297A?7<</?7A#F2!"#$%%&'()*+,-..>,01%"'$2(,3#$'%45,
6#",7()'(%%"'(),7&8$24'#(,0((829,:#(6%"%($%,;,7<=#*'4'#(12J%/&6.7:12W;#2*<((?%72NMH"#2

!!# $%&'()*+,-./&0123#4#2.7:2O./(P<12E#*#2>V/.:I.&<2*&I:<7&2J</(%7.629XC</?<7+<(K22
@=C/%D?7A25%66<A?.&<2Y<.+,?7A2&,/%IA,2$)HN2WI&/<.+,#F2!"#$%%&'()*+,-..>,01%"'$2(,3#$'%45,
6#",7()'(%%"'(),7&8$24'#(,0((829,:#(6%"%($%,;,7<=#*'4'#(12J%/&6.7:12W;#2*<((?%72!GZZ#22

!"#$%&'()*+",,%-"$".*

H# $%&'()*+,-./0123#122>*&/<((2*&/.?723?.A/.=(#F28<./75,<=92[97A?7<</?7A2*+/<<7+.(&(\#2N"HN#2
S%I/YI]<2.7:2?YI7<(2^#22_---#'%I&I]<#+%=`I(</`8<./75,<=9a212
_---#?&I7<(#.CC6<#+%=`I(`?7(&?&I&?%7`I7?D</(?&')%B)+%6%/.:%)]%I6:</#2

N# $%&'()*+,-./0123#122>96.(&?+2J/%C</&?<(2%B2E<&.6(#F28<./75,<=92[97A?7<</?7A2*+/<<7+.(&(\#2
N"HN#2S%I/YI]<2.7:2?YI7<(2^#22_---#'%I&I]<#+%=`I(</`8<./75,<=9a212
_---#?&I7<(#.CC6<#+%=`I(`?7(&?&I&?%7`I7?D</(?&')%B)+%6%/.:%)]%I6:</#2

!# $%&'()*+,-./0123#122>97A?7<</?7A2*&/<((2*&/.?7#F28<./75,<=92[97A?7<</?7A2*+/<<7+.(&(\#2
N"HN#2S%I/YI]<2.7:2?YI7<(2^#22_---#'%I&I]<#+%=`I(</`8<./75,<=9a212
_---#?&I7<(#.CC6<#+%=`I(`?7(&?&I&?%7`I7?D</(?&')%B)+%6%/.:%)]%I6:</#2

G# $%&'()*+,-./0123#122>3?(6%+.&?%72.7:2J6.(&?+23<B%/=.&?%7#F28<./75,<=92[97A?7<</?7A2
*+/<<7+.(&(\#2N"HN#2S%I/YI]<2.7:2?YI7<(2^#22_---#'%I&I]<#+%=`I(</`8<./75,<=9a212
_---#?&I7<(#.CC6<#+%=`I(`?7(&?&I&?%7`I7?D</(?&')%B)+%6%/.:%)]%I6:</#2

Z# $%&'()*+,-./0123#122>;<+/'(&.66?0.&?%7#F28<./75,<=92[97A?7<</?7A2*+/<<7+.(&(\#2N"HN#2
S%I/YI]<2.7:2?YI7<(2^#22_---#'%I&I]<#+%=`I(</`8<./75,<=9a212
_---#?&I7<(#.CC6<#+%=`I(`?7(&?&I&?%7`I7?D</(?&')%B)+%6%/.:%)]%I6:</#2

M# $.'12b#12$%&'()*+,-./&0123#4#12S%-<6612Q#8#12O./(P<2E#*#2>5I//?+I6./2^7?&K2E?X&I/<(2.7:2
*%6I&?%7(#c2Y<.+,97A?7<</?7A#2N""M#2U*R2)2U*38#2H2E./#2N""M2
_---#&<.+,<7A?7<</?7A#+%=a#2

d# $%6<7]/.7:</12 4#12 $%&'()*+,-./&012 3#4#12 S%-<6612 Q#8#12 E.+,12 U#12 O./(P<2 E#*#12 5./6(%712 3#e#2
c5I//?+I6./2 ^7?&K2 4?/2 J%66I&?%72 4+&?D?&?<(#c2 Y<.+,97A?7<</?7A#2 N""G#2 U*R2 )2 U*38#2 N!2 E./#2
N""Z2_---#&<.+,<7A?7<</?7A#+%=a#2

f# $%&'()*+,-./&0123#4#12T?6612Q#12S.P.+P?125#12O./(P<2E#*#12S%-<6612Q#8#2c5I//?+I6./2^7?&K2E?((?%72&%2
E./(#c2Y<.+,97A?7<</?7A#2N""G#2U*R2)2U*38#2N!2E./#2N""Z2_---#&<.+,<7A?7<</?7A#+%=a#2

g# $%&'()*+,-./&012 3#4#12 O.=%/.2 Y,%=C(%712 h#12 R/?<:/?+,(<712 Q#12 O./(P<2 E#*#12 5./6(%712 3#e#2
c5I//?+I6./2^7?&K2 JI&2 .2 *C./P2 @72 @&i2 )2 96<+&/?+?&'#c2Y<.+,97A?7<</?7A#2 N""G#2U*R2 )2U*38#2N!2
E./#2N""Z2_---#&<.+,<7A?7<</?7A#+%=a#2
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!"#$%&'()*%+,#+-./(.0+1+,#+2'.)"'"*(3#+

!" #$%&'()*+,-.%/01 2"01 34'%4.56478()-*.401 9"01 )+:;-<01 ="1 >?<5$.;-71 =4-.<6<@1 6<1 A<@6<44.6<@1
A8:*-%6$<B1 C+4.41 ,41 -.41 -<81 C+4.41 ,41 <4481 %$1 @$0>1 D)(E+6<-1 A8:*-%6$<1 F4G64,"1 ?<1
H.4I-.-%6$<01JK!L"1

J" #$%&'()*+,-.%/01 2"01 #<6@+%01 2"1 >M''4''6<@1 %+41 H.$54''6$<-71 )N677'1 6<1 O+.441 26;4<'6$<'>1
?<%4.<-%6$<-71P$:.<-71$51A<@6<44.6<@1A8:*-%6$<"1?<1H.4I-.-%6$<01JK!L"1

!"#$%&"'()*+(,&"'"*$)$-.*'(

,#/(*.4+2'.%.#*"*(3#%+

!" QD<I-*N6<@1%+41A<@6<44.6<@1H.-*%6*4'>01!"#"$%&"'()*+,)+'-&.)%/*",'0+/1"$2"1C4'%196<'%4.01
E$7$.-8$"1R*%$S4.1JJ01JK!J"1

J" QT$:1E-<12$1F4'4-.*+1$<1O+-%UV1O?WAF1C$.N'+$I"13,*4+$5*/6' "7' !"#"$%&"8' 9:;-<' (+=*,%$'
(+$*+5"13$:784.01ER"1)4I%4;S4.1JX01JK!J"1

L" Q9-6<%-6<6<@1 ?<86G68:-76%&B1 H.4'4.G6<@1 T$:.1 YT$:<4''Z1 6<1 A<@6<44.6<@1 ?<8:'%.&V1 M<8.4,'1
[-771 ?<8:'%.&1 \6@+%1 #4&<$%4"13,*4+$5*/6' "7' !"#"$%&"8' >,&$+15' ?%##' :,&.5/$6' 0*@A/' (+=*,%$'
(+$*+5"13$:784.01ER"1MI.671]01JK!J"1

^" >_6.'%(T4-.1-<81E-I'%$<4124'6@<1H.$`4*%'B1?'1%+413$$N4<81E:..6*:7:;1MII.$-*+1A554*%6G415$.1
)N6771W-6<U>1BCDC'>(--'-,@*,++$*,@'E+5*@,';$%FA*)5'E*4*5*",'G*&6+%$'!",7+$+,)+"1[$:@+%$<01
9?"1R*%$S4.1^01JK!K"1

]" Q_6.'%1 T4-.1 A<@6<44.6<@1 H.$`4*%'1 (1 9&1 _-G$.6%41 E7-''>01 H.$&.+' 3,*4+$5*/6' I' ()A""#' "7'
-,@*,++$*,@'-&.)%/*",'(+=*,%$'(+$*+5"1C4'%1=-5-&4%%401?<86-<-"1)4I%4;S4.1J]01JKKa"1

b" Q34*-:'41 2.4-;'1 \4481 2$6<@V1 9A)M1 9-.N1 #4&<$%4"1 !"#"$%&"' G%/A' -,@*,++$*,@' ()*+,)+'
>)A*+4+=+,/'JG-(>K'G%$2'(/%/+'!",7+$+,)+"13$:784.01ER"1)4I%4;S4.1a01JKKX"1

X" QM1D<6G4.'6%&1H4.'I4*%6G4B1_:%:.41\448'16<194*+-<6*-71A<@6<44.6<@V01L"$.='I'-,+$@6':55.+5'
%,&' 9+)A,"#"@6' E+4+#"F=+,/5' 7"$' >(G-' 0.)#+%$' !"&+5' %,&' (/%,&%$&501 3$:784.01 ER"1
)4I%4;S4.1!a01JKKX"1

a" #$%&'()*+,-.%/01 2"01 Q?;I.$G6<@1 H7-'%6*1 W4-.1 M**:.-*&1 O+.$:@+1 W-'(M''6'%481 ?<`4*%6$<1
9$786<@V01;+%$'E6,%=*)5'%,&';+%$'0"*5+'<+5+%$)A'M%N"$%/"$6'(F",5"$5'G++/*,@"1E$7:;S:'01
R+6$"1JKKK"1

c" #$%&'()*+,-.%/01 2"01 Q?;I.$G6<@1 H7-'%6*1 W4-.1 M**:.-*&1 O+.$:@+1 W-'(M''6'%481 ?<`4*%6$<1
9$786<@V01;+%$'E6,%=*)5'%,&';+%$'0"*5+'<+5+%$)A'M%N"$%/"$6'(F",5"$5'G++/*,@"1E$7:;S:'01
R+6$"1JKK!"1

-.5.'..4+63#5.'.#&.+2'.%.#*"*(3#%+

!" O'-601Pd"01#$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01>O+41H$,4.1$51\4%,$.N'1-'1-<1A<@6<44.6<@1)$I+$;$.4V1
H$")++&*,@58':,/+$,%/*",%#'!",7+$+,)+'"7'/A+'M+%$,*,@'()*+,)+5013$:784.01ER"1Ae%4<8481
MS'%.-*%1):S;6%%48"11

J" =-:5501E"01C46874.(=4,6'01P"01RZE$<<$.01#"01#$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01F4<%'*+74.019"01>E$@<6%6G41
A%+<$@.-I+64'1$51[4%4.$@4<4$:'1A<@6<44.6<@124'6@<U>1H$")++&*,@58':,/+$,%/*",%#'
!",7+$+,)+'"7'/A+'M+%$,*,@'()*+,)+5013$:784.01ER"1Ae%4<8481MS'%.-*%1):S;6%%48"11
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!" #$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01#345+%012"1-361783%'*+98.01:"01;28'4531<83%8.1<$9$.-6$=1>$'%8.4351
:8-3435?@91A-.%38.'+4B'1C8%,8831)%@683%'1D36@'%.&1-361E$F8.3G83%1H583*48';1
!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,#3,4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6#$72,8#5(1/'(,0%$1'#(,9#(3%"%($%:1
A@8I9$01<J"1:-.*+1KLM!"1

N" #$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01O-.'P801:"01)@994F-301Q"01R$@4801C"01R@?%4501Q"01JS<$33$.01#"01;D3*9@'4F81
TU*89983*81%$1C$9'%8.124F8.'4%&=1H1)&'%8G1$?1A-%+,-&'1V$1-361V+.$@5+1T354388.4351
<-B-*4%&(C@496435;1!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,#3,4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6#$72,8#5(1/'(,
0%$1'#(,9#(3%"%($%:1A@8I9$01<J"1:-.*+1KLM!"1

W" V'-401Q"01#$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01;)%-%@'1-3617$98'1$?1)%@683%'1431T354388.435=1H1Q@'%4?4*-%4$31?$.1
)%@6&4351%+81<.8-%4$31$?1)%-%@'1H''453G83%'1431>.8'+G-31-361)$B+$G$.81X8-.;1
!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,#3,4()'(%%"'(),4&5$/1'#(,6#$72,8#5(1/'(,0%$1'#(,9#(3%"%($%:1
A@8I9$01<J"1:-.*+1KLM!"1

Y" #$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01#345+%012"1-361A-,9-'01E"01;V+81Z%494%&1$?1%+812$@I981V.4-35981-'1-31
H''8''G83%1V$$91?$.1D3F8'%45-%4351)P499128F89$BG83%1431<-B'%$38128'4531<$@.'8';1
!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,;(1%"(/1'#(/<,8%$=/('$/<,4()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,/(&,4>?#*'1'#(,
@-084,;8494A:1[$@'%$301V\"1]$F8GI8.1KLMK"1

^" #$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01]4*$68G@'01E"1-361>-9*$38.01Q"01;D3*$.B$.-%4351)*.883*-'%'1D3%$1
:8*+-34*-91T354388.435;1!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,;(1%"(/1'#(/<,8%$=/('$/<,
4()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,/(&,4>?#*'1'#(,@-084,;8494A:1[$@'%$301V\"1]$F8GI8.1KLMK"1

_" #$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01C8'%8.?4896()-*.801:"01)+@G-301R"01;D3?$.G-91R8-.34351431T354388.4351
T6@*-%4$3=1JBB$.%@34%48'1-361A$%83%4-91J@%*$G8'1?$.1:8*+-34*-91T354388.4351)%@683%';1
!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,;(1%"(/1'#(/<,8%$=/('$/<,4()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,/(&,4>?#*'1'#(,
@-084,;8494A:1[$@'%$301V\"1]$F8GI8.1KLMK"1

`" V'-401Qa"01#$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01[-3345-301:"01;H1C$6&(C-'861HBB.$-*+1%$1V8-*+4351-361
R8-.34351T354388.4351)%-%4*';1!"#$%%&'()*+,-.%"'$/(,0#$'%12,;(1%"(/1'#(/<,8%$=/('$/<,
4()'(%%"'(),9#()"%**,/(&,4>?#*'1'#(,@-084,;8494A:1[$@'%$301V\"1]$F8GI8.1KLMK"1

ML" #$%&'()*+,-.%/01 2"01 bJ.-91 24'*$@.'81 >$*@'861 $31 <$3*8B%@-91 28F89$BG83%=1 H31 TUB9$.-%4$31
43%$1 DGB98G83%-%4$31 431 :8*+-34*-91 T354388.435"c1 !"#$%%&'()*+, -.%"'$/(, 0#$'%12,
;(1%"(/1'#(/<,8%$=/('$/<, 4()'(%%"'(), 9#()"%**, /(&, 4>?#*'1'#(, @-084, ;8494A:1 R-P81 C@83-1
d4'%-01>9"1]$F8GI8.1KLL`"1

!"#"$""%&'()#"$")*"&+)%&,-./(012.&3(04"$0&

M" #345+%012"01A$9G8-.01:"01-361#$%&'()*+,-.%/012"011;)P499'1C@496435143128'4531)B-*8'1-%1%+81
28'4531<83%8.1<$9$.-6$;1B('C%"*'12,#3,9#<#"/&#,9%(1%",3#",0D48,E%/"('(),02.?#*'5.:1
C$@968.01<J"1]$F8GI8.1KLM!"1

K" Q"01E$.6$301<-338&01]"01-361#$%&'()*+,-.%/012"01[-3345-301:"01:4*P89'$301H"01E-%8-@01X"011
;[-36'(J31R8-.34351431-1[-4%4-31)@'%-43-I981T38.5&1<$@.'8=1DGB.$F4351H%%4%@68';1
B('C%"*'12,#3,9#<#"/&#,9%(1%",3#",0D48,E%/"('(),02.?#*'5.:1C$@968.01<J"1]$F8GI8.1KLM!"1
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!"#$%&'()

!"#$%&%'

 Advanced Product Design: MCEN 5228 
!"#$%$&'($)"*+,$-.+&",'",$+/0",$+*")12+*./34"$-5'2'*./34"+$3,0$,./34"+2)")$3.52"6'-"
*+276+/,7-.25".2"(-')7/,")$3.528"9'7-3$"3.:$;"<=",'">="3,7)$2,38""

!" 9'?,$+/0.25" /'7-3$" @.,0" A2,0'21" B.5&.+/+*('4" #-8" #$-$C" D$+*'24" #-8" E+-C"
D$2,3/0&$-4"#-8"F+-1"B+@&+34"#-8"G+/C"H+I&$8"

Component Design: MCEN 3025 
!"#$%$&'($)"*+,$-.+&3",'",$+/0"672)+*$2,+&"*+/0.2$")$3.52"/'2/$(,3",'"J72.'-"&$%$&"
*$/0+2./+&"$25.2$$-38"K,.&.:.25".2"/&+33"@'-C30'(34".2"/&+33"+/,.%.,.$34"$L+*(&$"(+-,3"
+2)"30'-,"%.)$'3",'".&&73,-+,$",$/02./+&"/'2/$(,38"9-$+,$)"3$*$3,$-?&'25"(-'J$/,"+2)"
(-'6$33.'2+&" ,-+.2.25" 3$33.'23" ,'" (-$(+-$" 3,7)$2,3" 6'-" (-'J$/,?I+3$)" &$+-2.258"
9'7-3$"3.:$;"MM=",'"MN="3,7)$2,38""

Freshman Design Projects: GEEN 1400 
!" #$%$&'($)" *+,$-.+&" ,'" ,$+/0" 3$*$3,$-" 0+2)3?'24" ,$+*?I+3$)" .2,$-).3/.(&.2+-1"
)$3.52"/'7-3$"6'-"$2,-1?&$%$&"$25.2$$-.25"3,7)$2,38"9-$+,$)",@'")$3.52"(-'J$/,3"6'-"
,$+*3" ,'" (-+/,./$" (-'6$33.'2+&" +2)" ,$/02./+&" 3C.&&" 'IJ$/,.%$38" B-'6$33.'2+&" 3C.&&3"
'IJ$/,.%$3".2/&7)$;"C2'@&$)5$"'6"$25.2$$-.25"+3"+"/+-$$-4"/'**72./+,.'2"3C.&&3"+2)"
,$+*@'-C" 3C.&&38" O0$" ,$/02./+&" 3C.&&" &$+-2.25" 'IJ$/,.%$3" $*(0+3.:$" 672)+*$2,+&"
$25.2$$-.25"*$,0')'&'5.$3"+2)")$3.52"(-'/$33"3C.&&38"9'7-3$"6'-*+,".2/&7)$3"&$/,7-$"
+2)"3,7).'",.*$8"9'7-3$"3.:$;"PQ"3,7)$2,38""

Graduate Design Projects: MCEN 5228 
!"O@'"3$*$3,$-"RS+&&"+2)"T(-.25U"/'7-3$"3$-.$3"@0$-$",0$"6+/7&,1"+)%.3'-"*'2.,'-3"
(-'5-$334" +2)" *$2,'-3" ,$+*3" '2" ,$/02./+&" +2)" (-'6$33.'2+&" 3C.&&3" 6'-" .2)73,-1"
3('23'-$)")$3.52"(-'J$/,38"9'7-3$"3.:$;"'2$"3,7)$2,",$+*"($-"+2"+)%.3'-4"Q"3,7)$2,3"
($-"+",$+*8""

 Introduction to Mechanical Engineering: MCEN 1000 
!"#$%$&'($)"*+,$-.+&",'",$+/0"*$/0+2./+&"$25.2$$-.25"+3"+"/+-$$-4"(-'6$33.'2+&"+2)"
$,0./+&" $L($/,+,.'23" 6'-" $25.2$$-34" +2)" /'2,$*('-+-1" .337$3" .2" *$/0+2./+&"
$25.2$$-.258" 9-$+,$)" ,@'?@$$C" 0+2)3?'2" *+/0.2.25" &+I8" 9'7-3$" 3.:$;" M==" ,'" MP="
3,7)$2,38""

Manufacturing Processes and Systems: MCEN 4026 
!" #$%$&'($)" 0+2)3?'2" /'7-3$" *+,$-.+&" ,'" ,$+/0" ,0$" *+,$-.+&" (-'/$33.254" V7+&.,1"
/'2,-'&"+2)"@'-&)"/&+33"*+276+/,7-.25",'"3$2.'-"&$%$&"*$/0+2./+&"$25.2$$-38"9-$+,$)"
.2"/&+33"+/,.%.,.$34",0-$$"/+3$"3,7).$3"+2)"+"6.2+&"(-'J$/,",'"/7&*.2+,$"/'7-3$8"9'7-3$"
3.:$;"MM=",'"MN="3,7)$2,38""
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 Material Science: MCEN 2024 
!" #$%$&'($)" *+,,$-" '..$-/01" '." 2'+-*$"3/45" 6" 5'+-*" '." &$24+-$" 4/,$" ($-" 7"3$$89"
:'+-*$"37*"4-70*.'-,$)".-',"7"(+-$&;"&$24+-$"<7*$)".'-,74="4'"7"5/15&;"/04$-724/%$"
($)71'1/27&".-7,$3'-89":'+-*$"*/>$?"@A"*4+)$04*9""

Senior Projects: MCEN 4045 (Fall) and 4085 (Spring) 
!" :''-)/074/01" BC" /0)+*4-;D'-170/>74/'0D1'%$-0,$04E*('0*'-$)" )$*/10" (-'F$24*="
BA" G72+&4;" H)%/*'-*" 70)" BC" I0)+*4-;" J$04'-*9" #$%$&'($)" 2+--/2+&+," 4'" 4$725"
(-'.$**/'07&" *8/&&*" K/9$9=" (-'F$24" ,7071$,$04=" 2',,+0/274/'0=" 2'0.&/24" -$*'&+4/'0="
$429L" 4'" *$0/'-" &$%$&" ,$2570/27&" $01/0$$-/01" *4+)$04*9" :'E)$%$&'($)" 3'-8*5'("
,')$&"4$725/01"4'"-$(&72$"4-7)/4/'07&"&$24+-$",')$9"M3'"*$,$*4$-"KG7&&"70)"N(-/01L"
2'+-*$"*$-/$*"35$-$"45$"G72+&4;"H)%/*'-*",'0/4'-"(-'1-$**="70)",$04'-*"4$7,*"'0"
4$250/27&"70)"(-'.$**/'07&"*8/&&*9":'+-*$"*/>$?"O6AEOP6"*4+)$04*9"

!"#$%$&'()%$&*+(,-&+(.//01(

Ph.D. Students - Current 

Q7+-$0":''($-="R59#9":70)/)74$"/0"J$2570/27&"S01/0$$-/01"
KG7&&"BAAT"U"R-$*$04L9"""
VR-'F$24EW7*$)"N$-%/2$"Q$7-0/01"70)"N4+)$04"J'4/%74/'0X"

Y70$4"M*7/="R59#9":70)/)74$"/0"J$2570/27&"S01/0$$-/01"
KG7&&"BAOA"U"R-$*$04L9"""
#/**$-474/'0"4/4&$"MW#9"

M.S. Thesis Students - Completed 

Y7,$*"J7-1'&/*="J9N9"/0"J$2570/27&"S01/0$$-/01="J7;="BAAC"
VM5$"744-/4/'0"'."S01/0$$-/01"Z-7)+74$*?"H0"S[(&'-74'-;"N4+);"'0"I0.&+$04/7&"
:7-$$-":5'/2$"G724'-*9X!

B.S. Independent Study Students  

!" H0)-$3" W'-0*4$/0?" VN/01&$" :;&/0)$-" S01/0$" J')/./274/'0" 3/45" :'0F+174$"
:7,=X"N(-/01"BAOO"70)"G7&&"BAOO9""
!"W-/70"\7..$-4;?"VN/01&$":;&/0)$-"S01/0$"J')/./274/'0"3/45":'0F+174$":7,=X"
N(-/01"BAOO"70)"G7&&"BAOO9""
!" H+*4/0" N25/(($-?" VM5$" N5$&&" S2'EJ7-745'0" :7-" 74" 45$" ]0/%$-*/4;" '."
:'&'-7)'=X"N(-/01"BAOO9""
!"H0)-$3"^$-4>?"V:-$74/01"_\HQN".'-"S01/0$$-/01"N474/2*=X"G7&&"BAOA9"
!"J7445$3":7%7&/$-?"VI0)$($0)$04"N(-/01="J7**"70)"#7,($-"N;*4$,"N4+);=X"
G7&&"BAOA9"

!"Y'*5"\+*4?"V#$%$&'(,$04"'."S&$24-'27-)/'1-7,"J')+&$?"H0"I04-')+24/'0"4'"
S01/0$$-/01"70)"/4*"\'&$"/0"#/710'*4/2"J$)/2/0$=X"N+,,$-"BAOA9"

!" M-/*4/07" #$^/44?" V_-7&" #/*2'+-*$" G'2+*$)" '0" :'02$(4+7&" #$%$&'(,$04" U"
J$2570/27&"S01/0$$-/01"N474/2*"R/&'4=X"G7&&"BAAT9"
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!" #$%&$'(" )'*+,--,./0" 12*3,4/" $/5" 678,+,9$8,./" .:" ;$%<<+" =&$+>*'"

?..-,/4@A"B$--"CDDEF"

!" G',/" H..8&0" 16'$-" 2,3%.<'3*" B.%<3*5" ./" =./%*78<$-" 2*I*-.7+*/8" J"

K*%&$/,%$-"G/4,/**',/4"L8$8,%3"M,-.8@A"L7',/4"CDDEF"

!" G',%" N*-3.0" 16'$-" 2,3%.<'3*" B.%<3*5" ./" =./%*78<$-" 2*I*-.7+*/8" J"

K*%&$/,%$-"G/4,/**',/4"=.+7./*/8"2*3,4/"M,-.8@A"L7',/4"CDDEF"

!" 2</%$/" N.%&&$'OP,/54'*/0" 1G/4,/*" L,+<-$8,./" Q,8&" R,%$'5." ST;G@A"

L7',/4"CDDEF"

!"G',U"P$'3./0"12*3,4/".:"$"=V=")$/8'("R.<8*'@A"L7',/4"CDDEF"

!" L%.88" K%K$&$/0" 12*3,4/" $/5" B$>',%$8,./" .:" W-8'$" P.Q" =.38" G-*%8'."

M.-,3&,/4"W/,8,” L7',/4"CDDEF"

!" X$+*3" V**-*(0" 12*3,4/" $/5" B$>',%$8,./" .:" H-<*8..8&" )$+*" =./8'.--*',” 
L7',/4"CDDEF"

!")'$/8"H./*(0"1;*&,%-*"2(/$+,%3":.'"BLTG"T77-,%$8,./3,” B$--"CDDYF"

!" V,%&.-$3" ),-+$/0" 1T5I$/%*5" K$%&,/,/4" J" =T2Z=TK" ?&*.'(" $/5"

T77-,%$8,./@A"B$--"CDDYF"

!" H',54*8" P,7+$/0" 1T5I$/%*5" K$%&,/,/4" J" =T2Z=TK" ?&*.'(" $/5"

T77-,%$8,./@A"B$--"CDDYF"

!" H'$5(" R**%*0" 1G/4,/**',/4" G5<%$8,./" J" P*$'/,/4" ?&*.'(" $/5" [$/53O./"

=<'',%<-<+"2*I*-.7+*/8@A"B$--"CDDYF"

!" K$'U" L&$+><'4O2./.&<*0" 2*3,4/" $/5" K$/<:$%8<',/4" .:" 2,3%" 2'$4"

T77'.$%&"8."=-$33,%"B-("B,3&,/4"R**-@A"B$--"CDDYF"

!"N$8&*',/*")<38$:3./0"1P,:*"=(%-*"T/$-(3,3".:"M-$38,%")'.%*'("L$%U@A"

L7',/4"CDDYF"

!"=&',38.7&*'"X$*4*'0"12$8$"T%\<,3,8,./":.'"BLTG0"T"M'$%8,%$-"T77'.$%&"8."8&*"

K.?*="T2PC@A"L7',/4"CDDYF"

!" T-$/"N*+7/*'0" 12*3,4/" $/5" B$>',%$8,./" .:" R,3,/4"R$8*" P,/U$4*" ./" $" B<--"

L<37*/3,./"K.</8$,/"H,U*@A"L7',/4"CDDYF"

!" H'$5-*(" N'.<4&0" 1?&*" B<8<'*" ]+7$%8" .:" [(5'.4*/" G/4,/*3" ./" 8&*" T<8."

K$'U*8@A"L7',/4"CDDYF"

!"H'$5:.'5"M*$4-*'0" 1G/4,/**',/4"G5<%$8,./"J"P*$'/,/4"?&*.'("$/5"[$/53O

./"=<'',%<-<+"2*I*-.7+*/8@A"L7',/4"CDDYF"

!";,/%*/8"M.Q*--0"1T5I$/%*5"K$%&,/,/4"M'$%8,%*30"2*3,4/"$/5"2*I*-.7+*/8"

.:"$"2.Q/&,--"K.</8$,/"H,U*"B'$+*@A"L7',/4"CDDYF"

!"2.<4-$3"L%&$:*'0"1T5I$/%*5"K$%&,/,/4"M'$%8,%*30"2*3,4/"$/5"2*I*-.7+*/8"

.:"$"2.Q/&,--"K.</8$,/"H,U*"B'$+*@A"L7',/4"CDDYF"

!"K.--("L*-8,/40"1K$8*',$-"L*-*%8,./"?&*.'("$/5"K*%&$/,%$-"G/4,/**',/4@A"B$--"

CDD^F"
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!"#$%&''(")*+,$(+-."/0,&0$$1&0,"/2+3(4&*05"6(%%"78895"

!:(00;" )*<$14'*0." =>2?(03$2" #(3@&0&0,A" B>:CB>#" D@$*1;" (02"
>EE%&3(4&*0"D@1*+,@"#('4$1B>#">EE%&3(4&*0'FG"6(%%"78895"

!"B*%&0"H3@&EE$1."=>2?(03$2"I$%2&0,"J"K$'4"L1(34&3$'"(02"H41$0,4@">0(%;'&'"
*M"6$$2")(4$"(02"K$?$%"6(34*1'FG"6(%%"78895"

!" N'(<$%(" >%(&" H($O" :$" N<(11(." =>2?(03$2" #(3@&0&0," J" 6%;" 6&'@" )$$%" BPB"
L1*Q$34FG"6(%%"78895"

!" L$4$1" R(S&'4*S'T&." =:$'&,0" (02" #(0+M(34+1$" *M" U$4&" K&3;3%$'" :$M%$34&*0"
D$'4"6&-4+1$FG"6(%%"78895"

B.S. Research Students  

• V$3&("6&00$;"W#B/PX"
A"Y02$1,1(2+(4$")$'$(13@"ZEE*14+0&4&$'"L1*,1(["WY)ZLXF"HE1&0,"788\5"

• ](1$2"V$&2&3@"W#B/PX"
A"Y02$1,1(2+(4$")$'$(13@"ZEE*14+0&4&$'"L1*,1(["WY)ZLXF"HE1&0,"788\5"

!"#(-S$%%"L$$?$;"W#B/PX"
A"Y02$1,1(2+(4$")$'$(13@"ZEE*14+0&4&$'"L1*,1(["WY)ZLXF"HE1&0,"78895"

!"K1;3$"K&0,@(["W#B/PX"
A"Y02$1,1(2+(4$")$'$(13@"ZEE*14+0&4&$'"L1*,1(["WY)ZLXF"HE1&0,"78895"

Other Research Students 

!" L(41&3&(" B@(?$OF" :$0?$1" H3@**%" *M" H3&$03$" (02" D$3@*%*,;F" H$0&*1" L1*Q$34"
>2?&'*1."H*%(1"L*S$1$2"K$%4"K+3T%$"W6(%%"788\""J"HE1&0,"788^X5"

!" >%$-" H3@$1<%F" B@1&'" D*11$'F" ](;" I$%%[(0F" :$0?$1" H3@**%" *M" H3&$03$" (02"
D$3@*%*,;F" H$0&*1" L1*Q$34" >2?&'*1." H*%(1" L*S$1$2" _$@&3%$" W6(%%" 7889" " J"
HE1&0,"788\X5"

!"Y0&?$1'&4;"*M"B*%*1(2*"Y'$1"N04$1M(3$":$'&,0"L1*Q$34"HE*0'*1F"L1*Q$34."
NCYBLB"N04$,1(4$2"/?(%+(4&*0"E1*Q$34"W6(%%"7889X5"

"

!"#$%$&'()*++$,,--%(.%$&/-(01&-(23345(

Ph.D. Committees 

!"><&,(&%"I(41*+'F"L@5:5"B(02&2(4$"&0"B&?&%"/0,&0$$1&0,"W6(%%"7889J"H+[[$1"
78`7X5"

M.S. Thesis Committees 

!">+21$;"/(10'@(SF"#5H5"&0"#$3@(0&3(%"/0,&0$$1&0,F">+,+'4"788^5""

• ]*$%"K$440$1F"#5H5"&0"#$3@(0&3(%"/0,&0$$1&0,F">+,+'4"78895"
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!"#$%&'()*'#+,+#+%-)

!"#"! "#$%! &'%(()! "(*(+,! -*,.#./.0! 1"&"-2! -*,.+/'.(+3! 4*#50+,#.6! (7! 8()(+9:(;!
<050)(=0:! *0>! '/++#'/)/?! @9,0:! (*! <0,#$*! 7(+! .%0! A.%0+! BCD! 9*:!
#*,.+/'.0:!%9*:,E(*!,0,,#(*,!7(+!.>(!:96,;!

$
!"#"! F*$#*00+#*$!&9?=)0+!G+0,0*.0+3!4*#50+,#.6!(7!8()(+9:(;!!<050)(=0:!9*:!

=+0,0*.0:!#*.0+9'.#50!?0'%9*#'9)!0*$#*00+#*$!#*7(+?9.#(*!,0,,#(*!7(+!HCC!
5#,#.#*$!,./:0*.,!9*:!=9+0*.,;!

!""%&'()*)+,! &0*#(+!<0,#$*!G+(I0'.!F59)/9.(+;!<0*50+!&'%(()!(7!&'#0*'0!9*:!J0'%()($6;!

!""-! 80*.9/+/,! "#$%! &'%(()! K0'+/#.?0*.! <963! LF! <0=9+.?0*.! G+0,0*.0+3!
4*#50+,#.6! (7! 8()(+9:(;! 8(*:/'.0:! .+9*,?#,,#(*! )9@! 7(+! MC! ,(=%(?(+0!
,./:0*.,;!

!"".! <#,'(50+! F*$#*00+#*$! <96,3! LF! <0=9+.?0*.! G+0,0*.0+3! 4*#50+,#.6! (7!
8()(+9:(;!

!"".! N/0,.!,=09O0+!7(+!"9++#,(*!"#$%!&'%(()!LF&P!G+($+9?!#*!8()(+9:(!&=+#*$,;!
<050)(=0:!-*.+(:/'.#(*!.(!Q#(?0:#'9)!F*$#*00+#*$!=+0,0*.9.#(*!9*:!%9*:,E
(*!%09+.E59)50!9'.#5#.6;!!

!""/&!"".! R0?9)0!K0'+/#.,! FS=)(+#*$! F*$#*00+#*$! 1RKFF2! T!<0*50+! &'%(()! (7! &'#0*'0!
9*:!J0'%*()($6;!8(*:/'.0:!0*$#*00+#*$!>(+O,%(=,!(*'0!9!?(*.%;!!

!""/&!"".! R0?9)0! K0'+/#.,! FS=)(+#*$! F*$#*00+#*$! 1RKFF2! T! U#*'()*! "#$%! &'%(()3!
8(*:/'.0:!0*$#*00+#*$!>(+O,%(=,!(*'0!9!?(*.%!7(+!,./:0*.,;!

!""/! "#$%! &'%(()! "(*(+,! -*,.#./.0! 1"&"-2! -*,.+/'.(+3! 4*#50+,#.6! (7! 8()(+9:(;!
8((+:#*9.0:!.>(E:96!050*.!7(+!LF!<0=9+.?0*.;!<050)(=0:!*0>!'/++#'/)/?!
@9,0:!(*!7)(>!5#,/9)#V9.#(*3!+(@(.#'!:0,#$*!9*:!,%9=0!?0?(+6!=()6?0+,;!

!""/&!"".! 8()(+9:(!LF&P!L9+O3!LF!<0=9+.?0*.!G+0,0*.0+3!4*#50+,#.6!(7!8()(+9:(;!

!""0$1+2$!"".! FS=)(+0! 84! F*$#*00+#*$! <963! LF! <0=9+.?0*.! G9*0)! K0=+0,0*.9.#503!
4*#50+,#.6!(7!8()(+9:(;!

!""3! FS=9*:#*$! W(/+! "(+#V(*,3! LF! <0=9+.?0*.! G+0,0*.0+3! 4*#50+,#.6! (7!
8()(+9:(;!

.&'"/#0)1%,%/234%5#)

!"#"$ X&R!FS=)(+#*$!"(>!G0(=)0!U09+*!Y(+O,%(=!1Z!:96!>(+O,%(=2!

!""-$ X&R! 86@0+#*7+9,.+/'./+0! #*! F*$#*00+#*$! F:/'9.#(*! Y(+O,%(=! 1Z! :96!
>(+O,%(=2!

!""/! RJFG!&/??0+!8)9,,+((?!U09+*#*$!P,,0,,?0*.!-*,.#./.0!1[!:96!>(+O,%(=2!

!""/! R9'/).6! J09'%#*$! FS'0))0*'0! G+($+9?! 1RJFG2! J09'%#*$! #*! 9! X/.,%0))\!
&.+9.0$#0,!.(!F*%9*'0!&./:0*.!U09+*#*$!1]!:96!>(+O,%(=2!
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!"#$%&"'

!"#$%&'"(&)*+),"-.$(/-$0)1(2/(""%/(2)

!"#!$%$&'()(*+! "#$%&'! (#')#*! +"(,! (-.-*/0-! "%*#1)-*! -2! 3'0#*&*/04/)#! 5*-&*/6$7!
3'%8#*$%)9!-2!(-.-*/0-!"#:/*)6#')!-2!;#1</'%1/.!='&%'##*%'&>!

,$$ ?#$:-'$%@%.%)%#$!%'1.40#A!*#1*4%)%'&!/'0!$-.%1%)%'&!:*-B#1)$!2-*!)<#!C#'%-*!

5*-B#1)$!1-4*$#7!1-664'%1/)%'&!/'0!%')#*/1)%'&!D%)<!%'04$)*%/.!$:-'$-*$!

)-!#'$4*#!)<#%*!*#)#')%-'7!D*%)%'&!:*-:-$/.$!)-!.#8#*/&#!)<#!"(!(-.-*/0-!

24'0$! )-! :*-8%0#! %6:*-8#6#')$! )-! )<#! "#:/*)6#')! -2! ;#1</'%1/.!

='&%'##*%'&>!E8#*$##%'&!)<#!5*-B#1)!/'0!F%'/'1%/.!(--*0%'/)-*7!"4*'%'&!

3'0#*&*/04/)#!G/@-*/)-*9!/'0!)<#!"4*'%'&!G/@-*/)-*9!(--*0%'/)-*>!!

!"#!$%$!"#-! ;=! 3'0#*&*/04/)#! H08%$-*! C#/*1<! (-66%))##! (</%*7! 3'%8#*$%)9! -2!

(-.-*/0-!"#:/*)6#')!-2!;#1</'%1/.!='&%'##*%'&>!

, I'%)%/)#0! *#J4#$)! )-! :*-1##0! D%)<! <%*%'&7! 0#8#.-:6#')! -2! ;=!

3'0#*&*/04/)#!H08%$-*!B-@!0#$1*%:)%-'!/'0!:-$)%'&$>!

, C#*8#0! /$! :*%6/*9! :-%')! -2! 1-')/1)! 2-*! (3! K46/'! ?#$-4*1#$! /'0! LMN!

/::.%1/')$>! =$)/@.%$<#0! :*-)-1-.! 2-*! *#8%#D%'&! 2/14.)9! 1/'0%0/)#!

/::.%1/)%-'$7! 1--*0%'/)#0! :<-'#! %')#*8%#D! /'0! %'O:#*$-'! %')#*8%#D!

J4#$)%-'$>! E*&/'%P#0! :<-'#! %')#*8%#D$! /'0! -'O$%)#! %')#*8%#D$>!

(-'041)#0! *#2#*#'1#$! 1<#1Q$! /'0! :*-8%0#0! 2%'/.! *#1-66#'0/)%-'! 2-*!

<%*#!)-!;=!"#:/*)6#')!(</%*>!

!"#!! ;=!5*-B#1)!/'0!F%'/'1%/.!(--*0%'/)-*!C#/*1<!(-66%))##!(</%*7!3'%8#*$%)9!-2!

(-.-*/0-!"#:/*)6#')!-2!;#1</'%1/.!='&%'##*%'&>!

, I'%)%/)#0!*#J4#$)!)-!:*-1##0!D%)<!<%*%'&7!0#8#.-:6#')!-2!;=!5*-B#1)!/'0!

F%'/'1%/.!(--*0%'/)-*!B-@!0#$1*%:)%-'!/'0!:-$)%'&$>!

, C#*8#0! /$! :*%6/*9! :-%')! -2! 1-')/1)! 2-*! (3! K46/'! ?#$-4*1#$! /'0!

/::.%1/')$>! =$)/@.%$<#0! :*-)-1-.! 2-*! *#8%#D%'&! 2/14.)9! 1/'0%0/)#!

/::.%1/)%-'$7! 1--*0%'/)#0! :<-'#! %')#*8%#D! /'0! %'O:#*$-'! %')#*8%#D!

J4#$)%-'$>! E*&/'%P#0! :<-'#! %')#*8%#D$! /'0! -'O$%)#! %')#*8%#D$>!

(-'041)#0! *#2#*#'1#$! 1<#1Q$! /'0! :*-8%0#0! 2%'/.! *#1-66#'0/)%-'! 2-*!

<%*#!)-!;=!"#:/*)6#')!(</%*>!

!"#"$%$!"#!! (;3O(3!5/*)'#*$<%:!5*-&*/6!F/14.)9!C#/*1<!(-66%))##!(</%*7!3'%8#*$%)9!-2!

(-.-*/0-!"#:/*)6#')!-2!;#1</'%1/.!='&%'##*%'&>!

, I'%)%/)#0! *#J4#$)! )-!:*-1##0!D%)<!<%*%'&7!0#8#.-:6#')!-2! I'$)*41)-*! B-@!

0#$1*%:)%-'!/'0!:-$)%'&$>!

, =$)/@.%$<!:*-)-1-.!2-*!*#8%#D%'&!2/14.)9!1/'0%0/)#!/::.%1/)%-'$!2-*!;C(O

(3!5/*)'#*$<%:!5*-&*/6!I'$)*41)-*!:-$%)%-'>!E*&/'%P#!.#))#*!-2!*#2#*#'1#!

*#J4#$)$7!/'0!:<-'#!%')#*8%#D$>!K-$)!I'$)*41)-*!1/'0%0/)#$7!1-'041)!-'O

$%)#!%')#*8%#D$!/'0!:*-8%0#!2%'/.!*#1-66#'0/)%-'!2-*!<%*#>!

!"".$%$!"#-! (-.-*/0-! ;#$/! (-..#&#! R! 3'%8#*$%)9! -2! (-.-*/0-! ;#1</'%1/.! ='&%'##*%'&!

5/*)'#*$<%:!5*-&*/6!F/14.)9!"%*#1)-*>!

,$$ ?#$:-'$%@%.%)%#$! %'1.40#A! 14**%14.46! )*/'$2#*7! 0#)/%.%'&! /06%$$%-'!

&4%0#.%'#$7!HS=T!/.%&'6#')7!2/1%.%)9!/'0!#J4%:6#')!-8#*$%&<)7!$#*8%'&!-'!
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!"#$%&'( )*"+#,( #-../&&**)0( )&$1*2&( -+/*2&"&/-20( "))/)&/23( 4/&,(
!$21+"/)/23("#&/5/&/*)("21()&$1*2&(+*#+$/&/236(

!""#$%$&'()(*+((721*+3+"1$"&*( 8-../&&**0( 72/5*+)/&'( -!( 8-%-+"1-( 9*:"+&.*2&( -!(
;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

,$ =*"+%'(+*):-2)/>/%/&/*)(/2#%$1*?(#-21$#&/23(!-#$)(3+-$:)0(#-21$#&/23(&")@(
!-+#*)0( 4+/&/23( &")@( !-+#*( +*:-+&)( "21( 1*&*+./2/23( AB<C( D$&#-.*)(
&">%*)6( 

,$$ E+*:"+/23(!-+(&,*(AB<C(FGHH(5/)/&(+*):-2)/>/%/&/*)(/2#%$1*?(:"+&/#/:"&/-2(
/2( AB<C( D$&#-.*)( +*&+*"&0( :"+&/#/:"&/-2( /2( AB<C( D>I*#&/5*( "21(
"#,/*5*.*2&( +*&+*"&0( "21( 4+/&/23( !-$+( :+-3+".( -$&#-.*)( )*#&/-2)( !-+(
)*%!()&$1'(+*:-+&. 

!""#$%$!""-( 8;7J87( E"+&2*+),/:( E+-3+".( K"#$%&'( L*"+#,( 8-../&&**0( 72/5*+)/&'( -!(
8-%-+"1-(9*:"+&.*2&(-!(;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

, M*5/*4*1( !"#$%&'( #"21/1"&*( "::%/#"&/-2)( !-+( ;L8J87( E"+&2*+),/:(
E+-3+".( 9/+*#&-+0( ,-)&*1( )*5*+"%( 9/+*#&-+( #"21/1"&*)0( #-21$#&*1(
/2&*+5/*4)0("21(#-2&+/>$&*1(&-(1*:"+&.*2&"%(1/)#$))/-2(-2(&,*(.*+/&)(-!(
*"#,(#"21/1"&*6(

!"".$%$&'()(*+( N+"1$"&*( 9*)/32( C+"#@( 8-../&&**0( 72/5*+)/&'( -!( 8-%-+"1-( 9*:"+&.*2&( -!(
;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

, E"+&/#/:"&*( /2( 4**@%'( #-../&&**( .**&/23)( &-( #-.:%*&*( &,*( !-%%-4/23(
"#&/5/&/*)?( #+*"&/-2( -!(9*)/32(C+"#@( )&+"&*3/#( :%"20( +*5/)/-2( -!( N+"1$"&*(
9*)/32( E+-I*#&)( #-$+)*0( +*5/)/-2( -!( A15"2#*1( E+-1$#&( 9*)/32( #-$+)*0(
/.:%*.*2&"&/-2( -!( "1./))/-2( +*O$/+*.*2&)( !-+( 9*)/32( C+"#@0(
!$21+"/)/23( !-+( 9*)/32( C+"#@( +*)-$+#*)0( :+-I*#&( 1*&*+./2"&/-2( "21(
)-%/#/&"&/-26(

!"".$ %$ &'()(*+( L*2/-+( 9*)/32( A))*)).*2&( C*".0( 72/5*+)/&'( -!( 8-%-+"1-( 9*:"+&.*2&( -!(
;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

, P**@%'(.**&/23)(4/&,(9*)/32(8*2&*+(A))*)).*2&(L:*#/"%/)&6(C,*(3-"%(-!(
&,*( &*".( /)( &-( "))*))( &,*( ">/%/&'( -!( &,*( L*2/-+( 9*)/32( #-$+)*( &-( .**&(
#-$+)*(->I*#&/5*)("21(;<(9*:"+&.*2&(E+-3+".(D>I*#&/5*)6(

!"".$%$!""-( K-+.$%"(L-#/*&'(-!(A$&-.-&/5*(<23/2**+)(#-JA15/)-+0(72/5*+)/&'(-!(8-%-+"1-(
9*:"+&.*2&(-!(;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

, D5*+)"4( "%%( KLA<( "#&/5/&/*)0( /2#%$1/23?( 5*,/#%*( 1*)/32( "21( "2"%')/)0(
&*#,2/#"%( :+*)*2&"&/-2)0( &*#,2/#"%( +*:-+&)0( "21( !$21+"/)/236( C+"5*%*1(
4/&,(&*".(&-('*"+%'(#-.:*&/&/-2(/2(Q"#@)-20(;/#,/3"26(

!"".$%$!""#( L,*%%( <#-;"+"&,-2( R*,/#%*( A15/)-+0( 72/5*+)/&'( -!( 8-%-+"1-( 9*:"+&.*2&( -!(
;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

, A15/)*1( <#-;"+"&,-2( &*".( -2( "%%( &*#,2/#"%( "21( :+-!*))/-2"%( "#&/5/&/*)0(
/2#%$1/23?(5*,/#%*(1*)/32("21("2"%')/)0(&*#,2/#"%(:+*)*2&"&/-2)0(&*#,2/#"%(
+*:-+&)0("21(!$21+"/)/236((

!"".$%$!""-( L-#/*&'( -!( A$&-.-&/5*( <23/2**+)( L&$1*2&( 8,":&*+( A15/)-+0( 72/5*+)/&'( -!(
8-%-+"1-(9*:"+&.*2&(-!(;*#,"2/#"%(<23/2**+/236(

, A15/)*1($21*+3+"1$"&*()&$1*2&)(-2()&$1*2&(#,":&*+("#&/5/&/*)6(
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!""#$%$!""&! "#$%&'()! *+'&$,-! +.! /$'0()&'(1! 2)3&)$$%&)3! *,45$),! 60(7,$%! "58&9+%:!
;)&8$%9&,-!+.!6+1+%(5+!<$7(%,#$),!+.!/$'0()&'(1!2)3&)$$%&)3=!

' "58&9$5!4)5$%3%(54(,$!9,45$),9!+)!9,45$),!'0(7,$%!(',&8&,&$9=!>8$%9(?!
'0(7,$%!.4)5&)3=!

!""#$%$!"()! 6+@+7! 6++%5&)(,+%:! ;)&8$%9&,-! +.! 6+1+%(5+! <$7(%,#$),! +.! /$'0()&'(1!
2)3&)$$%&)3=!

' "58&9$! 4)5$%3%(54(,$! #$'0()&'(1! $)3&)$$%&)3! 9,45$),9! +)! 6+11$3$! +.!
2)3&)$$%&)3! '+@+7! 7+1&'&$9! ()5! 7%+'$54%$9:! 7$%.+%#! %$94#$! %$8&$?9:!
()5!A+B!9$(%'0!(58&'$=!

' *$%8$!(9!7+&),!+.!'+),(',!.+%!&)549,%-!%$'%4&,$%9!?0+!?+415!1&C$!,+!9,(%,!
'+@+7! 7%+3%(#! ?&,0! 6;@D+415$%! ()5! $#71+-! #$'0()&'(1! $)3&)$$%&)3!
9,45$),9=!

!""*$%$!""+! ;)5$%3%(54(,$!6+)'$7,!E)8$),+%-!"5#&)&9,%(,&+)!6++%5&)(,+%:!;)&8$%9&,-!+.!
6+1+%(5+!<$7(%,#$),!+.!/$'0()&'(1!2)3&)$$%&)3=!

' 6++%5&)(,$5! 7%$@! ()5! 7+9,@6+)'$7,! E)8$),+%-! $F(#9! &)! 9$8$)!
#$'0()&'(1! $)3&)$$%&)3! 4)5$%3%(54(,$! '+4%9$9=! ! <$8$1+7$5! ,$9,&)3!
7%+,+'+1:!'+)54',$5!$F(#!9'())&)3!()5!()(1-9&9=!

!"##$%$&"'&()%*)$$+*)%&,)-&.//#*$-&01*$)1$2&0$+3*1$&

!""+$%$!"(!! G$(%)&)3!"99&9,(),!H%+3%(#:!6+11$3$!+.!2)3&)$$%&)3!()5!"771&$5!*'&$)'$9=!

@ G$(5!$..+%,!?&,0!"99+'&(,$5!<$()!+.!254'(,&+)!&)!2)3&)$$%&)3:!E),$3%(,$5!
I$('0&)3! ()5! G$(%)&)3! G(B+%(,+%-! 6+@<&%$',+%:! ()5! ,0$! *'0++1! +.!
254'(,&+)! ,+! .('&1&,(,$! ,0$!(5+7,&+)!+.! ,0$!G$(%)&)3!"99&9,(),9!7%+3%(#!
&)!,0$!6+11$3$!+.!2)3&)$$%&)3=!

!""+$%$!"(!! 2)3&)$$%9! .+%! "#$%&'()! 6+##4)&,&$9! J2K"6L! K('41,-! "58&9+%:! 6+11$3$! +.!
2)3&)$$%&)3!()5!"771&$5!*'&$)'$9=!

' "58&9$! (! #41,&5&9'&71&)(%-! $)3&)$$%&)3! 9,45$),! +%3()&M(,&+)! ?0+9$!
#&99&+)!&9!,+!7$%.+%#!$),%$7%$)$4%&(1!$)3&)$$%&)3!5$9&3)!?+%C!,+!'%$(,$!
(..+%5(B1$!1&8&)3!&))+8(,&+)9!.+%!7$+71$!&)!)$$5!&)!1+'(1!'+##4)&,&$9=!

' N4&5$! 4)5$%3%(54(,$! ()5! 3%(54(,$! 9,45$),9! +)! 5$9&3)! (',&8&,&$9:!
.4)5&)3:!'1&$),!&5$),&.&'(,&+)!()5!'1&$),!%$1(,&+)90&79=!

!""+$ *$%8&'$! G$(%)&)3! "',&+)$ 6+##&,,$$:! 6+11$3$! +.! 2)3&)$$%&)3! ()5! "771&$5!
*'&$)'$9=!

' "99&9,$5!?&,0!5$8$1+7#$),!+.!?0&,$!7(7$%!,-./-0123$452-2/-260$25$,0.6230$
70/.5251=! H(%,&'&7(,$5! &)! &),$%@5&9'&71&)(%-! 5&9'499&+)9! %$3(%5&)3!
9,%(,$3&'!71())&)3!.+%!*$%8&'$!G$(%)&)3!?&,0&)!,0$!6+11$3$!+.!2)3&)$$%&)3!
()5!"771&$5!*'&$)'$9=!

!""+! H%+.$99&+)(1!G$(%)&)3!"',&+)!6+##&,,$$:!6+11$3$!+.!2)3&)$$%&)3!()5!"771&$5!
*'&$)'$9=!

' "99&9,$5! ?&,0! 5$8$1+7#$),! +.! ?0&,$! 7(7$%!825/9$ :0;<.-$ <=$ ->0$
?.<=0@@2<5/9$ 70/.5251$ A3-2<5$ B<CC2--00=! H(%,&'&7(,$5! &)! &),$%@
5&9'&71&)(%-! 5&9'499&+)9! %$3(%5&)3! 9,%(,$3&'! 71())&)3! .+%! H%+.$99&+)(1!
G$(%)&)3!?&,0&)!,0$!6+11$3$!+.!2)3&)$$%&)3!()5!"771&$5!*'&$)'$9=!
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!""#$%$!"&!! "#$#%!"#&&'(())*!"#++),)!#-!./,'/))0'/,!1/2!3%%+')2!45')/5)67!

' 810('5'%1()2!'/!2'65966'#/6!#/!5#$#%!%#+'5')6*!6(92)/(!0):9'0)&)/(6*!1/2!
6(92)/(! (01'/'/,7!366'6()2! '/!50)1('#/!#-! 5#$#%!6(92)/(!;1/2<##=*!5#$#%!
5#&%1/>! ;1/2<##=*! %10('5'%1('/,! 5#&%1/>! 166)66&)/(*! 1/2! 6(92)/(!
%10('5'%1/(!166)66&)/(7!

!"#$%&'#()*+,*-+.+&/0+*

!""($%$)*+,+-.! ?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#! ")/()0! -#0! 4A.B! C)10/'/,*! 80#D)5(! B1/1,)&)/(!
A)1&7!

' E/)!#-!/'/)!&)&<)06!166'6('/,! '/! (;)!&1/1,)&)/(!#-!";1/5)++#0!8;'+'%!
F'4()-1/#G6!H8IJ!K4L!IMN!A#O1026!1/!I/6('(9()!-#0!4A.B!)2951('#/7!!

' P)6%#/6'<'+'(')6! '/5+92)N! %0#,01&! 166)66&)/(*! 1//91+! 6>&%#6'9&!
%+1//'/,! 1/2! '&%+)&)/(1('#/6*! 0)@')O! 1/2! 6)+)5('#/! #-! ";1/5)++#0G6!
3O1026!-#0!.Q5)++)/5)!'/!4A.B!.2951('#/*!O0'('/,!#-!K4L!1//91+!0)%#0(*!
-9/201'6'/,*!%#+'5>!O#0=*!%+1//'/,!-#0!?/'@)06'(>!#-!"#+#012#!")/()0!-#0!
4A.B!.2951('#/7!

!""($%$!"&!! ?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#! R#9+2)0! L159+(>! 366)&<+>! HRL3J*! I/6(095(#0!
P)%0)6)/(1('@)7!

$ S#0=! O'(;! #(;)0! RL3! &)&<)06*! 2)%10(&)/(1+! -159+(>*! 5#++),)$+)@)+!
,0#9%6! 1/2! =)>! "?$R#9+2)0! 12&'/'6(01(#06! #/! ?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#!
%#+'5>!0)5#&&)/21('#/6!1/2!5;1/,)67!!
!

!""(%!"&!!! ?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#! R#9+2)0! L159+(>! 366)&<+>! HRL3J*! L159+(>! 3--1'06!
"#&&'(())!

' 3220)66! -159+(>!&1(()06*! '/5+92'/,N! -159+(>!0)6%#/6'<'+'(')6!1/2!0',;(6! '/!
()15;'/,*!0)6)105;*!1/2!6)0@'5)7!

1&+,%''#+"/.*2%&$#3%*

Symposium Organizing and Editorial Duties for Symposium Proceedings 

TU(;!3//91+! 4>&%#6'9&!#/!4A.B!.2951('#/N!")+)<01('/,! (;)!C19/5;!#-! (;)!
")/()0! -#0! 4A.B! C)10/'/,7V! ?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#! I/(),01('/,! 4A.B!
H'4A.BJ!WXYW!4>&%#6'9&7!"#$#0,1/'Z)0!O'(;!K7!L'/=)+6()'/*![7!['22)0*!B7!\7!
E()0#7!

!TI/(),01('#/! #-! F'65'%+'/)6]! M02! 3//91+! 4>&%#6'9&! #/! 4A.B! .2951('#/7V!
?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#! I/(),01('/,! 4A.B! H'4A.BJ! WXYY! 4>&%#6'9&7! "#$
#0,1/'Z)0! O'(;! K7! L'/=)+6()'/*! [7! ['22)0*! B7! [+>&=#O6=>*! \7! E()0#*! F7!
P)1&#/*!.7!4(12)7!

T")+)<01()! .Q5)++)/5)N! W/2! 3//91+! 4>&%#6'9&! #/! 4A.B! .2951('#/7V!
?/'@)06'(>! #-! "#+#012#! I/(),01('/,! 4A.B! H'4A.BJ! WXYX! 4>&%#6'9&7! "#$
#0,1/'Z)0! O'(;! K7! L'/=)+6()'/*! [7! ['22)0*! B7! [+>&=#O6=>*! \7! E()0#*! F7!
P)1&#/*!.7!4(12)7!
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!"#$%&'$&(! )&$*'+,+-.(! /'-%'&&0%'-! 1'2! 314*! 5#)/36! /27$14%+'!
#.89+:%78;<! ='%>&0:%4.! +?! @+,+012+! A'4&-014%'-! #)/3! 5%#)/36! BCCD!
#.89+:%78;!@+E+0-1'%F&0!G%4*! H;!I0+G'(!J;!K%'L&,:4&%'(!3;!M,.8L+G:L.(!N;!
O4&0+(!P;!Q&18+'(!/;!#412&;!

"K+078! R! /'&0-.! A::7&:! 1'2! )&$*'+,+-.! P&>&,+98&'4:! ?+0! S#3/! J7$,&10!
@+2&:! 1'2!#41'2102:(<! BCCT!S#3/!I+102!+'!J7$,&10!@+2&:! 1'2!#41'2102:!
S''71,!3&&4%'-;!@+E@*1%0!G%4*!M;!I1,L&.;!

Session Chair 

#&::%+'!@*1%0(!!"#$%&'()*+&%#,-).(,#$(',%+('/)0#&1'(%&'/)2(3%(##$%(3)
4+(3$#55)'(6)278+5%,%+(!5S#3/!A3/@/6;!#&::%+'U!VEVEW;!
#&::%+'!3+2&014+0(!BCXB!!"#$%&'()*+&%#,-)+9)2(3%(##$%(3)26:&',%+()!((:'/)
4+(9#$#(&#);)278+5%,%+(;!#&::%+'U!/Q3!#&::%+'!E!Q&:&10$*!A'?+08%'-!
)&1$*%'-!Y01$4%$&!A;!
#&::%+'! 3+2&014+0(! !"#$%&'() *+&%#,-) +9) 2(3%(##$%(3) 26:&',%+() !((:'/)
4+(9#$#(&#);)278+5%,%+(;!!H7'&!BCXC;!!#&::%+'U!BZBV;!
@+EO0-1'%F&0;!!*02)<==>).(,#$(',%+('/)0#&1'(%&'/)2(3%(##$%(3)4+(3$#55);)
278+)?.042@(![1L&!I7&'1!N%:41(!K,+0%21;!#&::%+'U!/'-%'&&0%'-!O740&1$*!1'2!
Q&4&'4%+'!A::7&:!%'!3&$*1'%$1,!/'-%'&&0%'-!/27$14%+';!J+>&8\&0!BCCD;!

Professional Society Committees / Involvement 

• #&$0&410.])0&1:70&0(! S8&0%$1'! #+$%&4.! +?! /'-%'&&0%'-! /27$14%+'! 5S#//6!
/27$14%+'1,!Q&:&10$*!3&4*+2:!5/Q36!P%>%:%+'!5BCXCEY0&:&'46!

• @+E@*1%0(!S8&0%$1'!#+$%&4.!+?!/'-%'&&0%'-!/27$14%+'! 5S#//6!/27$14%+'1,!
Q&:&10$*!3&4*+2:!5/Q36!P%>%:%+'!J+8%'14%'-!@+88%44&&!5BCC^6!

• A'>%4&2! Y1'&,! 3&8\&0(! S#3/! 3&$*1'%$1,! /'-%'&&0%'-! /27$14%+'!
@+'?&0&'$&!5BCC^6!

• Q&>%&G&0(!S8&0%$1'!#+$%&4.!+?!/'-%'&&0%'-!/27$14%+'!5S#//6!/27$14%+'1,!
Q&:&10$*! 3&4*+2:! 5/Q36! P%>%:%+'! S990&'4%$&! K1$7,4.! _01'4(! 5BCCT! 1'2!
BCXX6!

• P%>%:%+'!G+0L:*+9!90+9+:1,!0&>%&G&0!?+0!#+$%&4.!+?!/'-%'&&0%'-!/27$14%+'!
5S#//6!S''71,!@+'?&0&'$&(!/27$14%+'!Q&:&10$*!3&4*+2:!P%>%:%+'! 5/Q36;!
5BCXB6!

Professional Review - Proposals 

• )G+!J14%+'1,!#$%&'$&!K+7'214%+'!Y0+9+:1,!Q&>%&G!Y1'&,:!%'!BCCT!1'2!
BCCD;!

Professional Review – Peer-reviewed Publications!  

• S2>1'$&:!%'!/'-%'&&0%'-!/27$14%+'!!
• S8&0%$1'! #+$%&4.! ?+0! /'-%'&&0%'-! /27$14%+'! R! P&:%-'! %'! /'-%'&&0%'-!
/27$14%+'!P%>%:%+'!S''71,!@+'?&0&'$&(!S\:401$4:!1'2!K7,,!Y19&0:!
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• !"#$%&'() *+&%#,-) .+$) /(0%(##$%(0) /12&',%+() 3) /12&',%+('4) 5#6#'$&7)
8#,7+16)9%:%6%+()!((2'4);+(.#$#(&#<)!=6,$'&,6)'(1)>244)?'@#$6) )

• !"#$%&'() *+&%#,-) .+$) /(0%(##$%(0) /12&',%+() 3) 8#&7'(%&'4) /(0%(##$%(0)
9%:%6%+()!((2'4);+(.#$#(&#<)!=6,$'&,6)'(1)>244)?'@#$6) ) )

• !"#$%&'() *+&%#,-) .+$) 8#&7'(%&'4) /(0%(##$%(0) ;+(.#$#(&#) !((2'4)
;+(.#$#(&#<)!=6,$'&,6)'(1)>244)?'@#$6)

• A///) '(1) !"#$%&'() *+&%#,-) .+$) /(0%(##$%(0) /12&',%+() >$+(,%#$6) %()
/12&',%+();+(.#$#(&#)!=6,$'&,6)'(1)>244)?'@#$6)

• A(,#$(',%+('4) ;+(.#$#(&#) +() 5#6#'$&7) %() /(0%(##$%(0) /12&',%+(<) >244)
?'@#$6)

• B+2$('4)+.)/(0%(##$%(0)/12&',%+() )

Society Memberships 

• 8#"=#$<)!"#$%&'()*+&%#,-)+.)/(0%(##$%(0)/12&',%+()C!*//D)
• 8#"=#$<)!"#$%&'()*+&%#,-)+.)8#&7'(%&'4)/(0%(##$6)C!*8/D)
• 8#"=#$<)*+&%#,-)+.)!2,+"+,%:#)/(0%(##$6)C*!/D)
• 8#"=#$<)?%)E'2)*%0"')F',%+('4)8#&7'(%&'4)/(0%(##$%(0)G+(+$)*+&%#,-)

!"#$%#&'

!"#$%#&'!()*)+,-+''
 

!"#$%#&) ;+4+$'1+)9#@'$,"#(,)+.)E$'(6@+$,',%+(<)>H)IJKL)>E!)*#&,%+()MNJL)?$+O#&,)
!@@4%&',%+(<) PLJ<JJJ<) JKQJKQKNRKIQNKQKM<) 9'$%') S+,-6R*&7T'$U) C?AD<) ;'$4)
V'T$#(&#)C&+R?A6DW)

 

./#$"$'0(,#1+'2%#3"'4556'

'()*+ F',%+('4)*&%#(&#)>+2(1',%+(<)/!X/5Y);+0(%,%:#)/,7(+0$'@7%#6)+.)
/(0%(##$%(0)9#6%0(<)PKZZ<[I\<)J]QJKQKNRZQNKQKL<)8'$^)5#(,6&74#$)C?AD<)
9'$%')S+,-6R*&7T'$,U<)S#:%()_`;+((+$)C&+R?A6DW+

'()*+ F',%+('4)*&%#(&#)>+2(1',%+(<)85A)!&a2%6%,%+(Y)!()A(,#0$',#1)?4',.+$").+$)
;+"=%(#1)824,%R*&'4#)8#&7'(%&'4)'(1);7#"%&'4)!('4-6%6),+)A(.+$")
>2(&,%+('4)8',#$%'46)9#6%0(<)PLNL<KKI<)J]QJKQKNRZQNKQKL<)b%$0%(%')
>#$026+()C?AD<);7$%6,+@7#$)c+T"'(<)*,#:#()X#+$0#<)9'$%')S+,-6R*&7T'$,U<)
5%&7'$1)F+=4#)C&+R?A6DW+

'()*+ F',%+('4)*&%#(&#)>+2(1',%+(<)V#'$(%(0)/,7(+0$'@7%#6)+.)F#T)/(0%(##$6Y)!)
F#T)!@@$+'&7),+)d(1#$6,'(1%(0),7#)E$'(6%,%+().$+")*&7++4),+)e+$^<)
PK<L]]<Z[K<)J]QJKQKNRZQNKQK\<)5##1)*,#:#(6)C?AD<)8'$0'$#,)/%6#(7'$,<)
9'$%')S+,-6R*&7T'$,U<)S#:%()_`;+((+$<)e%44%'")?#(2#4)C&+R?A6DW+
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!"#$% !"##$%&'()"*+&(,$-.(*/01"*/)$2'3*"+("4+#+*567&8'3/)$9(0+(//1+(0$:/3+0($
;1&</8*3$"()$!=>:$:+?/13+*5$28@&#"13@+A3,B$CDEF,GGGH$;1&A&3"#$I58#/J$EGDK6
EGDL,$M"8N'/#5($2'##+?"($O;.P,$;/((5$QR/#1"),$:"1+"$S&*53628@T"1*U,$V/#+()"$
2//?/13$O8&6;.PH$

!"#$$ 9(0+(//1+(0$ 9R8/##/(8/$ %'()$ V"<&1H$ W(+?/13+*5$ &7$ I&#&1")&$ "*$ !&'#)/1H$
-I&##/0/$ &7$ 9(0+(//1+(0$ "()$ QAA#+/)$ 28+/(8/$X/#)+(0$ I'11+8'#'YHB$ CL,DDGH$
2A1+(0$ EGDK,$ !H%'&33$ O2*')/(*P,$ :H$ S&*53628@T"1*U$ "()$ VH$ Z/(*38@#/1$
O%"8'#*5PH$

!"#$$ 9(0+(//1+(0$ 9R8/##/(8/$ %'()$ V"<&1H$ W(+?/13+*5$ &7$ I&#&1")&$ "*$ !&'#)/1H$
-[1")'"*/$:/3+0($;1&01"Y$V"\/1!&*$"()$I&YA'*+(0HB$C],^LEH$2A1+(0$EGDK,$
VH$Z/(*38@#/1$"()$:H$S&*53628@T"1*U$O%"8'#*5PH$

!"#!% _"*+&("#$28+/(8/$%&'()"*+&(,$-Z&'*/3$*&$2'3*"+("4+#+*5$7&1$_"*'1"#$["3$
:/?/#&AY/(*$"()$X"*/1$"()$Q+1$Z/3&'18/3$+($*@/$Z&8\5$V&'(*"+($Z/0+&(,B$
CDD,```,KE^,$`aELaDE6`aEKaDF,$M&3/A@$Z5"($O;.P,$;"*1+8\$!&'10/1&(,$
V+8@"/#$b"((+0"(,$;"*1+8+"$>+Y/1+8\,$V"1\$X+##+"Y3$O8&6;.3P,$:"1+"$S&*536
28@T"1*U$O2/(+&1$;/13&((/#PH$

!"##% _"*+&("#$ 28+/(8/$ %&'()"*+&(,$ -.(8#'3+?/$ 9R8/##/(8/$ *&$ !&#3*/1$ :+?/13+*5J$ Q$
253*/Y$ &7$ I"A"8+*56!'+#)+(0$ ;"*@T"53$ c&$ "()$ c@1&'0@$ 9(0+(//1+(0,B$
CdKd,dDG,$`aGDaDE6^aKDaDd,$M"8N'/#5($2'##+?"($O;.P,$:"1+"$S&*53628@T"1*U,$
!/?/1#5$>&'+/,$S/?+($=eI&((&1,$2*/A@"(+/$Z+?"#/$O8&6;.3PH$

!"##$ _"*+&("#$ 28+/(8/$ %&'()"*+&($ [1")'"*/$ Z/3/"18@$ %/##&T3@+A$ 7&1$ M"(/*$ c3"+,$
-!&)56!"3/)$ QAA1&"8@$ *&$ c/"8@+(0$ "()$ >/"1(+(0$ 2*"*+83,B$ C`G,GGG$ O_&$ ;.$
2"#"15P,$G]aEGDD$f$GdaEGDLH$:"1+"$S&*53628@T"1*U$O;1+(8+A"#$Q)?+3&1PH$

!"#"% b"##+4'1*&($28@&#"13@+A3J$.(81/"3+(0$*@/$;"*@T"5$*&$V/8@"(+8"#$9(0+(//1+(0$
W(+?/13+*5$&7$I&#&1")&$V/8@"(+8"#$9(0+(//1+(0$;"1*(/13@+A,$CEG,GGGH$
;1&A&3"#$I58#/J$EGDG6EGDD,$>+()3/5$>/4&T+*U$O;.P,$:H$S&*53628@T"1*U$O8&6
;.PH$

!"#"$$ 9(0+(//1+(0$9R8/##/(8/$%'()$V+(&1,$-V"*/1+"#3$V&)/#+(0$2&7*T"1/$7&1$*@/$
/(@"(8/Y/(*$&7$&'1$V"*/1+"#3$28+/(8/$I'11+8'#'Y,B$C```H$%"##$EGDG$I&(1")$
2*&#)*$O;.P,$g+7'$:+(0,$h+10+(+"$%/10'3&($Q#"($[1//(4/10,$:"1+"$S&*536
28@T"1*U$O8&6;.3PH$

$
!"#"$$ 9(0+(//1+(0$9R8/##/(8/$%'()$V+(&1,$-9(0+(//1+(0$7&1$QY/1+8"($

I&YY'(+*+/3,B$CEGGGH$$2A1+(0$EGDGH$>"'1/($I&&A/1$O;.P,$:"1+"$S&*536
28@T"1*U,$:/1/\$Z/"Y&(,$V"#+()"$i"13\/$O8&6;.3PH$

$
!"#"$$ :/A"1*Y/(*$&7$9)'8"*+&($%.;29$;1&01"Y,$-2'3*"+("4#/$9(/105$"()$

Q/1&("'*+8"#$9(0+(//1+(0,B$CDFF,KLDJ$^aDaDG6FaKDaDK,$I@+"(0$2@+@$O;.P,$
M&("*@"($I#&&3,$M'"($I"1#&3$=1)&(/U,$_/8/3+&$[&Y/3$I&3*",$V"1+3*/#"$[&Y/U$
)"$2+#?"$O8&6;.3P,$S&*53628@T"1*U$O9R*/1("#$9?"#'"*&1PH$

!""&$ 9(0+(//1+(0$9R8/##/(8/$%'()$V"<&1H$W(+?/13+*5$&7$I&#&1")&$"*$!&'#)/1H$-I_I$
Z&'*/1,$C^,GGGH$9H$>"13&($O;.P,$:H$S&*53628@T"1*U$OI&6;.PH$

!""&% _"*+&("#$ 28+/(8/$ %&'()"*+&(,$ -I&##"4&1"*+?/$ Z/3/"18@J$ 8+bW!$ Q$ h+1*'"#$
I&YY'(+*5$ *&$ 2'AA&1*$ Z/3/"18@,$ :/?/#&AY/(*$ "()$ :+33/Y+("*+&($ &7$
I&(8/A*$ .(?/(*&1+/3,B$ CFdL,]]F,$ G`aDdaG`6GFaKDaDD,$ c/1+$ Z//)6Z@&")3$
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!"#$%&"'('& #)*+,-%& ./0122-3&45+/*-6& !7/8"#3$%&(/5938470:1+5;&!<=>,3/+&?/1+=&
@-)*-+$'&

!""#& A15,/216&47,-27-&B/C2=15,/2%&DEEF#G&"013-&H8E/6/+1=/8@/)-25C)I&
JKLL%LLL%&MNONLP8MNONOL%&@1+9&A-63/2&!"#$%&.1)-3&EC++9%&<22-&Q/CR0-+59%&
S1+>-9&4-RC+&!7/8"#3$%&(/5938470:1+5;&!4-2,/+&"-+3/22-6$'&

!""#& A15,/216&47,-27-&B/C2=15,/2%&DT2-&Q19U3&"19&8&V=C715,2R&(8OW&V2R,2--+3&5/&
E+-15-& <XX/+=1*6-& #22/>15,/23%I& JKMP%WOY%& MNONLP8MNONOO%& Q-+-Z& [-1)/2&
!"#$%&Q1+,1&(/5938470:1+5;%&?+,12&<+R+/:%&4C66,>12&!7/8"#3$'&

!""#& V2R,2--+,2R&V\7-66-27-&BC2=&@1]/+'&^2,>-+3,59&/X&E/6/+1=/&15&?/C6=-+'& DE^&
B/+)C61&4<V&"+/_/316'I&JOH%HKK'&4_+,2R&HLLP%&@'?C+23&!45C=-25$%&Q'&(/5938
470:1+5;&12=&Q'&[-1)/2&!<=>,3/+3$'&

!""#& V2R,2--+,2R& V\7-66-27-& BC2=& @1]/+'& ^2,>-+3,59& /X& E/6/+1=/& 15& ?/C6=-+'&
DHLL`8LP&40-66&V7/)1+150/2'I&JOL%LLL'&4_+,2R&HLLP%&.'&E/22/+&!45C=-25$%&Q'&
(/5938470:1+5;&!<=>,3/+$'&

!""$% Q-_1+5)-25& /X& V=C715,/2& B#"4V& "+/R+1)%& D^'4'& a& ?+1;,6& "1+52-+30,_& ,2&
4C351,21*,6,59&12=& #22/>15,>-&Q-3,R2%I&JHOO%KbMG&OLNONL`8OLNYLNOH%&F1++9&
40C)12& !"#$%& (+,35,2-& F166-9%& F-12=+/& "16-+)/%& Q12,-6& @//+-%& @1+,35-61&
c/)-;&=1&4,6>1&!7/8"#3$%&(/5938470:1+5;&!V\5-+216&V>16C15/+$'&

!""$% A15,/216&47,-27-&B/C2=15,/2%&DE/661*/+15,>-&[-3-1+70G&#)_+/>,2R&
V2R,2--+,2R&45C=-253U&F-1+2,2R&45+15-R,-3&d0+/CR0&@/=-63&12=&@/=-6,2R%I&
J`HP%P`bG&MNONL`8PNYLNOO%&F1++9&40C)12&!"#$%&@1+9&?-35-+X,-6=8417+-%&
[-2--&E61+Z&!7/8"#3$%&(/5938470:1+5;&!V\5-+216&V>16C15/+$'%

!""$%& A15,/216&47,-27-&B/C2=15,/2%&De/+Z30/_&/2&E9*-+,2X+135+C75C+-&12=&
V2R,2--+,2R&V=C715,/2%I&JWK%MP`%&MNONL`8HNHPNLM%&.-XX+-9&V'&B+/9=&!"#$%&
Q1+,1&(/5938470:1+5;%&@1C+1&.'&?/++-R/%&d1)1+1&.'&@//+-&!7/8"#3$'&

!""&% A15,/216& 47,-27-& B/C2=15,/2%& D"/5-25,16& [-7+C,53& ,2& V2R,2--+,2RG& <&
F/2R,5C=,216& 45C=9& /X&Q,>-+3-&<71=-),7166981*6-& f/C2R&e/)-2U3& g,-:3& /X&
V2R,2--+,2R&13& 1&E1+--+%I& JHYb%bYY%&PNObNLW8PNObNLM%&@1+R1+-5&V,3-201+5&
!"#$%&(/5938470:1+5;&![-3-1+70-+$'%

!"#$%&"'()*+,+-.$-(

^2,>-+3,59&/X&E/6/+1=/&4--=&c+125%&DF,X-:,=-&F-1+2,2R&,2&?-7/),2R&12=&V2R,2--+%I&
JKM%b`W%&MNLONOH8PNYONOY%&(->,2&TUE/22/+&!"#$&Q1+,1&(/5938470:1+5;&
!E/661*/+15/+$'&

A15,/216&47,-27-&B/C2=15,/2%&D"[#4@&8&Q,R,516&V\_6/+15,/23%I&JY%LLL%LLL&LPNLONOL8
L`NYLNOb%&.,)&EC++9&!"#$%&Q1+,1&(/5938470:1+5;%&@1+9&(+1C3%&./<22&4,6>-+35-,2&!7/8
"#3$'&

V2R,2--+,2R&V\7-66-27-&BC2=&@1]/+%&DHLLP8HLLM&E^&B/+)C61&4<V&"+/_/316%I&JOL%LLL%&
4_+,2R&HLLM%&.'&T+5)122&!45C=-25$%&Q'&(/5938470:1+5;&12=&Q'&[-1)/2&!<=>,3/+3$'&&

A15,/216&47,-27-&B/C2=15,/2%&D#cV[dG&<,+&hC16,59&47,-27-&12=&Q-7,3,/28@1Z,2R&,2&50-&
B17-&/X&c6/*16&E012R-%I&.121&@,6X/+=&!"#$%&F,31&Q,66,2R%&c+-R&B+/35%&40-669&@,66-+%&[1,2-+&
g/6Z1)&!7/8"#3$i&@,701-6&S122,R12%&Q1>-2&S-2;-%&./3-&.,)-2-;%&Q1+,1&(/5938470:1+5;%&
.,66&F,55%&.-22,X-+&"--6%&[/R-+&",-6Z-&!4-2,/+&"-+3/22-6$i&_+-8_+/_/316&=-76,2-='&
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!"#$%&"'()*$+&*+(,%-&."#$%&/(0123456(7$8(9-"'$#:()*$+&*+/(3&;$&++8$&;/("&.(<+*$=$%&(

>"?$&;/@(A"&"(>$'B%8.(CD1E/(>$*F"+'(G"&&$;"&/()F+'':(>$''+8(C*%HD1=EI(<"8$"(J%#:=H

)*FK"8#L/(<"M+&(G+&L+/(A%=+(A$N+&+L/(A$''(O$##/(A+&&$B+8(D++'/(4%;+8(D$+'?+/(4"$&+8(

P%'?"N+(C)+&$%8(D+8=%&&+'EI(Q8+HQ8%Q%="'(.+*'$&+.R(

!),/(3&;$&++8$&;(4+=+"8*F(S+&#+8(B%8(3&+8;:():=#+N=(K$#F(!+K(78*F$#+*#-8+=("&.(
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